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The United States Women's Olympic 
Field Hockey Team 
The United tates Women's Olympic Field Hockey Team ha 
done thi country proud. They won the bronze medal in the 19 4 
Olympic in Los Angeles, California. ix member of the Women' 
Olympic Field Hockey Team carry with them the r inu tradition. 
Their dr ive toward an Olympic medal has given many of u at 
rsinus and throughout the country an example which we can trive 
to emulate. Thank you for putting dreams within reach! 
Beth Anders '73 Gina Buggy '81 
Marj Garinger '57 Vonnie Gros '57 
Marge Watson '52 Pam Chlad - Ursinu Trainer 
5 
lIrslitus 
The Sycamore Tree 
It was the terrible storm of March 29, 1984 that left the 
grand old sycamore tree in the east end zone of Patterson fie ld 
uprooted. The tree was estimated to be between two hundred 
and two hundred and fifty years old. It was predicted to stand 
for another ten to twenty-five years before being toppled by a 
strong wind, and during that time its offspring, a genetic copy 
would have reached "a good size". But the "strong wind" came 
sooner than expected. It was not surprising that news of the 
"Bears leafy mascot" spread across the country from Philadel-
phia to Alaska and Cali forn ia. 
While we wai t for a small sapling of tree to grow large enough 
to plant, the wood from the sycamore has been commissioned 
to a sculptor to carve a large Ursinus bear in order to be 
displayed in Myrin Library. 
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Prody 
When you graduate from high school knowing you want to 
attend medical school after college, you lean towards choosing 
a college with an excellent "pre-med" program to enhance your 
chances of being accepted at a medical school of your choice. 
And that is what Prody Ververeli did, but he wanted a little 
more out of college than just a narrow pre-med education. He 
wanted a well rounded liberal arts education at a small college 
in order to be able to receive more individualized instruction 
from professors. He also wanted to be involved in sports and 
activities - to attend a college where he could balance it all, 
but also excel in his best areas of interest. So Prody choose 
Urs inus College and was "really happy to have gone to U.C." 
Prody said that "U.C. gave him a lot of opportunit ies." The 
listing of his achievements surely proves that he took full ad-
vantage of every opportuni ty and excelled in each. Prody, a 
Biology major, wi ll graduate Salutatorian and Summa Cum 
Laude. He will most likely be attending Jefferson Medical 
School in the fall. Prody was Captain of the Ursinus wrestling 
team this year. Along with having an incredible season of 25-2. 
Prody was named Academic All-American for division III 
schools. He is a member of Delta Pi Sigma and holds the office 
of treas. Prody also holds offices in Pre Med Society, Cub and 
Key, and is a member of Beta Beta Beta, and a Resident 
Assistant. 
The Aspect of Urs inus College that Prody cares the most 
about is the people. The friendly atmosphere and the good 
friends he has spent the last four years with have made Ursinus 
a memorable place for Prody Ververeli . 
The Men 
Do you Know any of these gentlemen? For those of you who 
do not they are the students and faculty who spend much of 
their time responding to fire and ambulance calls. In short, 
these individuals are members of the Trappe Fire Company 
and Trappe Ambulance. All seven men are firefighters, while 
their qualifications for ambulance duty vary from driver and 
attendant to Emergency Medical Technician and Paramedic. 
These gentlemen can comprise a complete ambulance crew 
when needed and spend approximately twelve hours a week 
running on calls. 
Not all of these men are new to this volunteer service. Their 
experience ranges anywhere from one to seven years of running 
with hometown fire and ambulance squads, as well as with 
Trappe. 
Meg 
Her name is Marjiori Ann Early, bu t a ll her fri ends call her 
Meg. She is a ta ll girl wi th the short cropped ha ir of a swimmer, 
and a rather shy quiet person. But behind that rese rved per-
sonali ty hides a perfect ionist wi th a competi t ive spiri t and a 
t rong will to win. 
Meg was a typica l high school student involved in choir, 
tennis, track, and school government at Lebanon High School. 
In addition to the extra curri cula r acti vities in school, she 
swam at the local YMCA. Her career in the pool lasted thir teen 
yea rs. 
When it came t ime to select a college Meg picked Ursinus fo r 
its close proximity to home, its good swimming facilities, and 
because of her knowledge of the school ga ined from her sister 
Amy, an Ursinus graduate. Meg started her college athletic 
career wi th swimming. She then picked up diving and attempt-
ed to do both. After about a month Meg discovered t hat diving 
was just too time consuming, and so she dropped swimming 
and concentrated on perfecting her diving skills. 
During her freshman year Meg acquired the skills to com-
pete in the MAC's for the first time. Her teammates were 
supportive. She surprised herself and won the MAC's. Meg 
then qualified for Nationals. Being less sure of her diving abili -
ty than others Meg did not feel she belonged in this competi -
tion. She dove for the experience and ended up in the bottom 
of the ranks in both the one and three meter competitions. For 
the next three years she qualified for MAC's and Nationals 
bettering her standing. 
This past year has been a hard year for Meg. After suffering 
a head injury while diving, she was in a quandry as to whether 
she wanted to dive again. Of course, she did and once again 
reached Nationals. " It hurts that it is all coming to an end ," 
Meg says, "I am just coming to be lieve in myself. " She would 
like to continue diving by coaching at the high school or college 
level. 
Of Fire 
The fact that must really be remembered is running with 
Trappe is a ll done on a voluntary basis . Not one of these men 
gets paid for his contributions to either squad. So fo r those of 
you who know any, or all of these gentlemen, you realize what 
dedicated people they are to take the initiative to qualify 
themselves to run on a squad, as well as, to volunteer their 
services so willingly to the community. 
Arbor Day 
Tuesday May 7, 1985 wa the first ann ual Ur inu Arbor 
Day a nd was decla red a day of campus beautification. As a way 
of ca rrying on the Ursinus t ree t radition, started by Dean 
Kline, the senior class, the fraterni ties and sorori t ies presen ted 
Ursinus wit h a gift of everal t rees. T he senior cla s gifted the 
school with two beech t rees to replace the two decayed t rees 
taken down this spring. The fraterni t ies and sororities pre-
sented Japanese Cherry t rees to the school. 
The "thoughtful gift" was accepted by Pres ident Richter on 
behalf of the Ursinus college fa mily. Joan Marie Gagliardi , 
pres iden t of the junior class, was also happy to accept the gift 
and the challenge to carryon this t radi t ion made by t he class of 
1985. The class of 1986 hopes to add their element of beaut ifi-
cation to the campus and to pass on thi t radi t ion to the class 
of 1987. 
Editor 's Note: I a nd my staff would like to apologize fo r any 
missing photographs in this book. There were some photos 
that were simply not ava ilable for our use. 
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Urs inus Opponent 
2 Gettysburg 0 
4 W. Ma ry la nd 1 
4 F &M 1 
0 Drexe l 6 
2 Drew 1 
0 cra nto n 1 
3 J ohns Hopkins 1 
6 Leba non Va lley 0 
6 Delawa re Va ll ey 0 
1 Was hington 0 
2 Alumni 1 
2 Albrigh t 1 
1 H ave rfo rd 2 
3 FDU-Madison 1 
2 warthm ore 1 
6 Muhl enberg 1 
5 Wid ener 2 
1 M oravi a n 0 
E CAC Sout hern R egiona l 
3 Ma ry Washington 0 
2 H ave rford 1 
2 Wm . P ate r on 1 
1 Cla rk U niv. 3 
14 
Soccer 
The Bears rang up an 1 -4 mark , setting a team record for victorie in a 
season, and came within one more win of defending their 19 3 ECAC 
championsh ip. In their fifth straight ECAC appearance, the Bears defeat-
ed Mary Wa hington a nd Haverford to capture the southern reg ional 
title. Then they beat William Paterson in the semifinals before fa lling to 
Clark Un iv. of Worcester , Mass. in the title game held in Collegevi ll e. 
First Row: P. Chari euo, J. Evans, T. Beringe r, C. Hoover, M. O'Malley, R. Paolone, J. 
Barnes, S. Loulter, J. Jones, C. Wa lczak, B. Young, D. D'Cou. Second Row: Coach Man-
ning, B. Balker, D. Whi tten, M. Kacke, P . Kuschnitsky, K. Bull, S. Popescu, J. wayze, J. 
Ackerman , J. Moyer, M. Brandly, Coach Gifford. 
15 
Under Coach Adele Boyd, Ursinus once aga in kept 
up with the big schools play ing Division I field hockey. 
The '84 Bears stayed in the top 20 all year, winding up 
wi th a no. 13 ranking after climbing as high as no. 10 in 
midseason. 
The Bears returned to the E CAC tourney a nd al-
most held on to the t it le they won in 1983. The Bears 
got pa t Boston Univ. in the semifinals in an exciting 
fli ckoff, but they fe ll to Boston College in the t it le 
game on BC's home fi eld . 
16 
Field Hockey 
rsinu s Opponent 
4 Michigan tate 0 
2 Rutgers 1 
2 Toledo 1 
3 Delaware 1 
2 Lehigh 1 
3 Drexel 0 
0 Davi & Elkins 1 
3 American nlv. 0 
3 Temple 4 
2 Lafayette 2 
0 P enn 1 
3 Lock Haven 2 
6 Princeton 0 
1 West Che ter 0 
4 Wm. & Mary 2 
2 Va. Commonwealth 0 
1 Penn State 3 
2 Villanova 0 
1 La aile 2 
ECAC Championships 
4 80 ton Univ. 3 
0 80 ton College 3 
First Row: K. Carr, S. Green, M. Fields, D. Wurzbach, M. Herb, K. Whiteley, J. 
Rippert, B. Bing men , T . Trauger, Second R ow: A. Boyd, C. Rainey, P. Braun. T. 
DeVincent, J. Johnson, L. Groff, T. Timko, B. Caffery, G. Migliore, J. choenherr, M. 
Harris 
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First Row: J. Bass, J . Schmid, H. Gosnear, S. Boccardo, D. Hansen, E. 
Bobo, D. Hansen, J. Mullen, S. Sullivan, R. Volko, G. McAneneny, Second 
Row: C. Smith, B. Fur long, L. Rivera, M. Gill , C. Brown, J . Casey, J. Brady, 
C. Defeo, . McNul ty, S. Madaras, Third Row: M. Garcia, J . Osheron, S. 
Worpent , M. Pasca li , B. Scanlan, B. McCloskey, G. Lentz, J . Romano, D. 
Bravo, R. Bruster, Fourth Row: D. Liedtke, G. Worgen, J . Thompson, T . 
Maiore, J. Hauren, D. Healy, D. Wilson, L. Bush, S. Smiley, C. Odgers, R. 
Perry, Fifth Row: B. Hallouky, J . Donovan, M. Spina, J. P ooler, J. Saw-
yers, J . Fabbi , D. Carl , S. Braderman, B. Fox, Sixth Row: R. Alercio, T . 
Small, K. Kelk, J . Giampalmi, J . Ricci, M. Maratea, M. Koontz, D. Mal-
lozzi, J. Anton io, J. Vereen, G. Dougherty, D. Ricci, Seventh Row: B. 
Liebtz, T . Fiori , D. Karl , A. Mihos, M. Forte, D. Spause, F. Hennessey, R. 
Enderlein, D. Ajello, J. Keenan, T. Cosgrave, Eighth Row: B. Connolly, 
P . Fazio, C. Pattison, J . Kearney, B. McGrath, Ninth Row: (coaches) R. 
Tomko, R. McDermott , S. Brown , M. Bainbriode, Widenball , G. Bamben-
gen. 
Ursinus Opponent 
7 F&M 30 
14 W. Maryland 20 
15 Swarthmore 41 
21 Johns Hopkins 20 
10 Gettysburg 21 
47 Lebanon Valley 0 
17 Muhlenberg 27 
45 Dickinson 14 
26 Brooklyn 6 
18 
Football 
Entering the season, Ur inus took aim at its fir twinning eason 
since 1972. Two-time captain Gavin Lentz wa a fir t team all -
league selection at defensive end for the second straight year. Sen-
ior linebacker John Romano led the club in tackle with 97 and 
made the ECAC all-sta r team. For the econd straight year, the 
Bear finished 4-5 and came within a break or two of crashing 
through the .500 barrier. 
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Ursinus Opponent 
3 Delaware Valley 2 
1 F&M 3 
3 Eastern 0 
0 Muhlen berg 3 
0 West Chester 3 
1 Swarthmore 3 
0 Gettys burg 2 
3 Widner 2 
2 Neumann 0 
2 Delaware Valley 0 
0 Allentown 3 
0 Eliza beth town 2 
1 Cabrini 2 
2 Washington 1 
0 Swarthmore 2 
2 E astern 1 
1 Moravian 3 
3 Immaculata 0 
2 Ca brini 3 
3 Albright 1 
2 Rosemont 3 
0 Glass boro Sta te 3 
0 Bryn Mawr 2 
0 Rider 2 
2 Rosemont 0 
0 Haverford 2 
0 Bryn Mawr 2 
0 Cabrini 2 
20 
Volleyball 
Coach Kathy Curley brought in everal talented fre hmen to aid a club that 
plummeted to 3-15 in 19 3. The program promptly rever ed direction, and t he 
Bears jumped to 10-19 this fall. 
First Row: Debbie, L. Kirby, D. Mignemi, R. Wallace, L. Kuhn, Second Row: K. latter , C. J ones, 
B. Klug, Chris, K. Curly, Third Row: D. Johnson, J . Cumpstone, K. Kraszewski , J . Cumpstone. 
21 
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Ursinus Opponent 
36 Dickinson 68 
45 Swarthmore 59 
78 Bryn Mawr 54 
53 Lycoming 51 
55 Widener 49 
54 W. Maryland 37 
56 Elizabethtown 42 
76 Glassboro State 53 
62 F&M 42 
46 Loyola 67 
72 York 39 
24 
Women's Swimming & D iving 
Meg Early gave the Ursinus "Swimmin' Women" their only MAC title thi 
year, but they did unveil a future gold medalist in freshman freestyler Heidi 
Camp. Both Meg and Heidi qualified for the CAA Division III nationals 
while leading the Bears to an 8-3 record and a fifth place finish among 11 
teams at the MAC Championships. 
F irst Row: J. Bateman, A. David, D. Clough, B. Keene, J . Letora, B. ieraki Second Row: F. Horn , T . Brown, H. Camp, 
M. Pribula, H. Camp. 
25 
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Men's Swimming & Diving 
First Row: ongcer, . Clark-Reynold , L. Papier, Ron, P. Barone, Jeff, B. Lacy, C. Dunn, Second Row: Coach McDevitt, R. 
mith, P . Ga llagher, J . Kiloran, G. Geiger, J. McGui rk , S. Willis, G. Zwack. 
Ursinus Opponent 
31 Dickinson 72 
71 Swarthmore 33 
73 Lycoming 27 
63 Widener 37 
52 Lincoln 25 
52 W. Maryland 37 
47 Elizabethtown 22 
53 F&M 50 
60 Loyola 52 
86 York 14 
56 King's 29 
Bill Lacy as the senior captain led Ursinus to a 10-1 record in 
dual meets, the best mark ever for the men. Then they took 
fourth place among 13 schools at the MAC Championships, their 
highest finish since 1976. In all, the Bears earned 19 MAC medals 
and set nine school records. 
27 
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Women's Basketball 
First Row: J . Redwan ki , A. Woods, M. French, G. Migliore, J. trawoet, K. Caffey, K. lorior, L. Desimone, J . Devane, N. Karkoska, K. 
Carr, L. Hughe , H. O'Donne!. 
On Jan. 29 Kris Carr exploded for a career high 28 90ints to lead Ursinus 
to a stunning 69-63 upset over Swarthmore. It could have been the turning 
point for a very young, very small Ursinus team that had entered the game 
with an 0-9 record. They lost to Swarthmore by 34 points in the season 
opener and they had not won a game since Feb. 7, 1984 - 357 days before. It 
could have been the turning point, but it was not to be. The Bears kept on 
losing and wound up the year 1-17. It was a rough eason, but sometime it is 
the moments that linger in the mind. The Swarthmore win will linger for a 
long time. 
Ursinus Opponent 
43 Swarthmore 77 
57 Albright 60 
57 Muhlenberg 63 
43 Immaculata 88 
77 E. Christian 67 
61 Moravian 83 
46 Widener 69 
63 Spring Garden 81 
43 Muhlenberg 63 
71 Albright 96 
69 Swarthmore 63 
30 Allentown 64 
59 Glassboro State 103 
61 Moravian 80 
65 Cabrini 96 
61 West Chester III 
47 Widener 58 
55 F&M 65 
29 
This eason the senior co-captain, Robbie Volko, led 
the Bears with 12.3 points a game as they posted an 11-
14 record for t he new coach, Gerry Gasser. This record 
was up three notches from 1983-84. The Bears actually 
came with in two points of their winning season since 
1981-82. They lost in overtime to Widener and to 
Phila. Pharmacy. The Bears started the year 4-0 for 
the first time si nce Dec. 1973 and led the Division III 
in free throw shooting for two weeks. 
30 
Men's Basketball 
First Row: A. Friberg, T. Curley, P . Udavich, B. Kapchinski, Second Row: L. Marion, Third Row: Coach Gasser, M. arrubi, J . Boyle, M. 
Harte, R. Hess, J . Ginley, R. Kobilinsky, M. Schaffer , T. Timko, J . Zamactell i, R. Volko, Coach Byless. 
Ursinus Opponent 
74 West Chester 67 
61 Albright 58 
89 Haverford 54 
112 Swarthmore 97 
55 Widener 64 
64 Scranton 72 
73 Staten Is. 79 
59 NYU 73 
35 Wash. & Lee 33 
.. 60 Eastern 63 
71 Delaware Valley 83 
~ 60 Johns Hopkins 81 
I , 52 Muhlenberg 70 
70 Haverford 51 
43 Wheeling 49 
-
81 York 70 
67 Washington College 84 
52 Widener 67 
57 Moravian 56 
72 Johns Hopkins 52 
68 Drew 64 
I • 
• 68 Phila. Pharmacy 72 ~ 
68 Western Maryland 76 
57 Washington College 72 
80 Swarthmore 72 
31 
32 
Wrestling 
Under the relentless, high-gear tutelage of Coach Racich, the Bears 
went 13-4 in dual meets and wound up fourth at the MAC Champion-
ships. Five of the ten Ursinus wrestlers won medals - Ververeli, 
Odgers, Donahoe, Wenk, and Paolone. 
First Row: R. Paolone, D. Donahoe, B. Randazzo, B. Wiehler , J. Latanzi, Second Row: Coach Racich, R. Ripp, S. Braderman, P. 
Ververeli , C. Odgers, B. Smith, R. Wenk , L. Moore. 
Ursinus Opponent 
53 Albright 0 
18 Delaware Valley 27 
24 Scranton 21 
19 Moravian 22 
42 Upsala 5 
45 Messiah 10 
36 Muhlenberg 11 
42 Rutgers-Camden 9 
39 Baptist Bible 9 
54 Elizabethtown 3 
24 Susquehanna 27 
17 Western Maryland 33 
51 Haverford 0 
54 LaSalle 6 
40 Swarthmore 9 
45 Widener 6 
43 Johns Hopkins 12 
33 
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In the face of a killer schedule the gymnasts 
dipped from 3-10 in 1984 to a 2-11 record in 1985. 
But those numbers are misleading. This was be-
yond a doubt the best team in the nine-year history 
of Ursinus gymnastics. 
The Bears placed third in the Phila. AlA W 
Championships, and for the first time they quali-
fied three gymnasts for the ECAC Championship, 
Benner, Kanzler and Asterino. 
Gymnastics 
First Row: P. Maier, S. Asterino, Second Row: D. Benner, 1. Kanzler, D. Rosenberg, P . Kelley, C. Swindlehurst, Third Row: K. Cecchettini , L. 
Deliquila, A. Morrison, 1. Kirby, R. Karpinski . 
Ursinus Opponent 
117.1 Swarthmore 87.45 
127.9 Haverford- 130.45 
Bryn Mawr 
West Chester 164.4 
127.9 Trenton St. 151.2 
123.05 Maryland-BaIt. 142.95 
119.2 Lock Haven 132.25 
128.15 Army 135 
127.5 Bryn Mawr 148.3 
130.35 Montclair St. 150.45 
127.05 Hunter 138.5 
123.15 Princeton 141.9 
Glassboro State 124.95 
35 
36 
Spirit Committee 
37 
38 
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Ursinus 
13 
4 
23 
18 
7 
24 
18 
9 
3 
9 
24 
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6 
5 
12 
8 
9 
15 
4 
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Opponent 
Penn 6 
Lehigh 14 
Glassboro St. 6 
Lynchburg 3 
Richmond 8 
E. Stroudsburg 8 
Drexel 5 
Lock Haven 4 
Temple 23 
Lafayette 14 
F&M 6 
W. Chester 8 
Delaware 3 
Rutgers 6 
Gettysburg 7 
Trenton State 7 
NCAA Division III Tourney 
Cortland State 8 
Lynchburg 2 
Trenton State 7 
First Row: J. Johnson, S. Green, C. Ferris, J. Foresta, M. O'Connell, B. Bingaman, K. Whiteley, B. Capley, Second Row: Beth, C. Sonz, S. 
Kunkle, K. Rufe, P. Fronckowiak, L. Groff, L. Hobbs-Fernie, L. Mita, Third Row: D. Johnson, D. Wilson, D. Longo, K. Slater, S. Lessard, Lib-
by, M. Leahy, D. Murphy, B. Caffrey, Fourth Row: A. Deasey, J. Schoenherr, M. Manzo, M. Howard, S. Reifenheiser, T. Trauger, D. 
Wurzbach, M. McMullen, L. Gilmore, Coach Ramsey. 
Women's Lacrosse 
The Women's Lacrosse team had an impre sive eason with a final record 
of 12-7. They were ranked number one in Divi ion III all ea on. All their 
losses except one were to Division I teams. There only Divi ion III 10 wa to 
Trenton State in the finals of the CAA Division III Champion hip . The 
Lacrosse team just missed winning their third straight Champion hip. The 
only consolation was that seven out of twelve starter made the All Pennsyl-
vania Division III team. 
41 
42 
Baseball 
First Row: D. Bravo, J . Loefflad , E. Woodland , Second Row: R. Richardson, R. Brewster, J . Mullen, R. Lafaver, J . Kelly , J. Ginley, E. Malandro, Third 
Row: E. Bobo, J. Harle, J . Dillon, S. Smiley, E. Wentzel, Fourth Row: G. Shivery, M. Harte, B. Morris, D. Kulp, J. Donovan, Fifth Row: Coach Moyer, 
Coach Kulp. 
Ursinus Opponent 
7 Muhlenberg 6 
3 Elizabethtown 2 
6 Delaware Valley 14 
4 Delaware Valley 21 
2 Swarthmore 7 
0 Swarthmore 4 
10 W. Maryland 11 
3 Johns Hopkins 12 
0 Johns Hopkins 4 
11 Moravian 7 
14 F&M 15 
2 Widener 18 
6 Widener 23 
11 Lebanon Valley 2 
3 Washington C. 4 
12 Washington C. 10 
10 Haverford 1 
8 Haverford 2 
6 Albright 13 
3 FUD-Madison 5 
1 FUD-Madison 6 
43 
44 
Ursinus Opponent 
0 
2 
6 
0 
9 
2 
4 
9 
11 
3 
2 
0 
3 
5 
2 
10 
16 
9 
3 
0 
11 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
Glassboro St. 3 
Swarthmore 0 
Swarthmore 0 
Long Island 1 
Moravian 4 
Moravian 3 
Kutztown 2 
Albright 1 
Albright 1 
Lehigh 1 
Drexel 1 
Trenton State 6 
Villanova 1 
Muhlenberg 1 
Muhlenberg 4 
F&M 1 
Widener 0 
Widener 4 
West Chester 6 
Eastern 3 
Phila. Textile 0 
LaSalle 2 
MAC Championships 
Gettysburg 1 
Scranton 2 
ECAC Division III South Tourney 
Stockton St. 2 
Kean 5 
The Staff appologizes for the lack of a team photo and the team members names, but they were not available for 
our use. 
Softball 
Co-captain Judy Rippert and ally Grim helped carry the Bear to a 
econd MA ham pion hip in two year . The junior pitcher ally Grim \ a 
the tar of the women' oftball team pitching 140 2 inning and giving up 
only 14 earned run. ally played a large role in the winning ea on of 16-11. 
Three team member, ally Grim, Mar ha Herb, and tormy Baver, were 
al 0 member of the All Middle Atlantic onference ( outhern Divi ion). 
45 
Track & Field 
This years winning season of 7-5 was the twenty-fifth time in twenty-six 
years that the Bears have had a winning record. The Track & Field team 
placed fourth in the MAC Championships. The medal winners were Abe 
Rowson, John Gelhard, Mike Griffin, Dean Lent, Dale Lent, Rich Dun-
lap, Wayne Bauerle, and Dean Condodina. 
D. Lent, J . Reichely, G. Lentz, Coach Whately, J . Gelhard, W. Bauerley, Z. Robinson, C. Ernst, D. Lent, C. Anis, S. Baccardo, R. Cordes, P. McInally, R. Hess, D. 
Condodina, N. Griffin, K. Kerr, R. Dunlap, Coach Symonds, J. Boyd, A. Rowson. 
46 
Ursinus Opponent 
45 F&M 99 
65.5 Swarthmore 79.5 
63 Widener 71.5 
Moravian 47.5 
Upsala 9 
100.5 W. Maryland 67.5 
Lebanon Valley 15 
87 Albright 58 
122 Muhlenberg 55 
Johns Hopkins 30 
39 Delaware Valley 102 
Haverford 51 
MAC Championships 
51 Susq. 120 
Delaware Valley 91 
Widener 64 
Gettysburg 50 
47 
48 
Women's Tennis 
The Women's Tennis team ended their season with a record of 6-6. They 
made it to the MAC Championships but lost to Western Maryland. Kathy 
Licursi played number five singles and had the best season with a 10-2 
record. Joanne Goshow and Chris Yoa played number three doubles and 
finished their season with a 8-1 record. 
Ursinus Opponent 
2 Muhlenberg 7 
6 Widener 3 
7 Fairleigh Dickinson 2 
0 F&M 9 
1 Haverford 8 
7 Drew 2 
3 Swarthmore 6 
4 Albright 5 
6 Cedar Crest 2 
5 Moravian 4 
3 Johns Hopkins 6 
7 Bryn Mawr 2 
First Row: L. Kuhn, Michele, D. O'Brien, L. Fergason, Second Row: K. Donahue, S. Angst, M. French, C. Yoa, Coach Fromous. 
Men's Tennis 
The Men's Tennis team had an exceptional ea on. With a record of 12-
5, the Bear had the be t ea on ever. The top four player were arc 
Dervishian, Joe Granahan, Jeff Pompei, and Chip Marchand . All four had 
winning years. 
Ursinus Opponent 
0 Swarthmore 9 
6 Eliza beth town 3 
6 Delco CC 3 
9 Wilkes 0 
8 Cabrini 1 
6 LaSalle 3 
8 W. Maryland 1 
.5 Washington College 8.5 
3 Villanova 6 
1.5 Johns Hopkins 7.5 
7 Widener 2 
9 Moravian 0 
9 York 0 
9 Phila. Parmacy 0 
4 Muhlenberg 5 
7 Montgomery Co. CC 2 
8 Phila. Textile 1 
Firs t Row: K. Hemphill , R. Paolone, Second Row: J. Halpin, M. Devishian, C. Marchand, J. Granahan, J. Pompei, 
Coach Gasser. 
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D a n Lent 
-
Mike riffin 
50 
Dale Lent T om Kershner J ohn Graham 
o ug Nevins Keit h Kerr Al Fertig 
Cross Country 
The ros ountry team finished econd in the Middle Atlantic Conference Champion-
hip behind u quehanna and took fourth place among twenty-eight teams at the NCAA 
Midea t Regional a week later. It took a rule change to keep the Bears out of the NCAA 
Nationals. Thi year for the frist time, only the top three teams qualified instead of the top 
five team. Mike Griffin did qualify for the nationals individually, finishing 121st of 184. 
Ursinus 
Lebanon Valley Invitational - 4th of 17 teams 
Philadelphia Metropolotan - 3rd of 11 teams 
Lafayette Invitational - 8th of of 13 teams 
Indiana (Pa.) Invitational - 8th of 16 teams 
15 Lebanon Valley 
19 Johns Hopkins 
44 Millersville 
21 Swarthmore 
2 Susquehanna 
21 Albright 
16 Moravian 
MA Championships - 2nd of 24 teams 
N AA Midea t Regionals - 4th of 18 teams 
N AA Division Three Nationals - Mike Griffin 
] 21 t of 184 
Opponent 
36 
16 
34 
29 
34 
46 
Golf 
First Ro w: T . Galena, B. McGrath, J . Car on, 
Second Row: J . Carson, C. White, J. McKeon, 
D. Wilson, T . Efinger, 
Absent: T . Greenwood. 
The Golf team ended this year with the second best record ever of 14-4. The 
captain Tim Efinger along with Tom Greenwood helped the Bears tie for sixth 
place at the MAC Championship. 
Ursinus Opponent 
426 Susquehanna 430 
Lycoming 461 
445 Lycoming 518 
Wilkes 433 
424 Scranton 435 
447 LaSalle 440 
Widener 474 
429 Lebanon Valley 439 
Johns Hopkins 459 
448 W. Maryland 468 
Swarthmore 478 
Alvernia 504 
431 Fairleigh Dickinson 414 
Delaware Valley 452 
424 F&M 386 
Drexel 438 
414 Albright 427 
Moravian 442 
MAC Championships - Tied for 6th place 
with Susquehanna 
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William E. Akin 
Dean of the College 
"'. \ 1. l'T' ):" ; ;'-4~ 
. ; .rp 
, . 
" 
Beth L. BaIze 
Coordinator of Non-traditional Stu-
dents 
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Nicholas O. Berry 
Political Science 
Albert C. Allen Jr. 
Biology 
Jane A. Barth 
Chemistry 
Egon Borgmann 
Economics & Business 
Susan S. Ashman 
Dir. of Student Activities 
Thomas Bell 
Biology 
I 
I 
Barbara Boris 
Registrar 
H.E. Broadbent III 
Library Director 
Pamela Chlad 
Health & Physical Ed . 
Ade le P. Boyd 
Health & Phy ical Ed. 
Sterling Brown 
Health & Physical Ed. 
Hugh R. Clark 
History 
Richard S. BreMille r 
Mathematic 
Catherine A. Chambliss 
P ychology 
John L. Cobbs 
English 
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Robert V. Cogger 
Career Planning & Placement 
Robert R. Davidson 
Physical Education 
Robert deVos 
Economics 
Roger D. Coleman 
Mathematics 
Douglas J. Davis 
History 
Brian Dietrich 
Admissions Counselor 
Jeanine L. Czubaroff 
Communication Arts 
Louis A. DeCatur 
English 
Geoffrey Dolman 
English 
S. Ross Doughty 
History 
Juan Espadas 
Modern Languages 
Mary B. Fields 
Biology 
) 
Ro y H. Dungan 
Education 
\ 
Ingrid Evans 
Assoc. Dir. of Development 
Gerard J. Fitzpatrick 
Political Science 
I 
Shirley Ea ton 
Modern Language 
George C. Fago 
Psychology 
Michael J. Ford 
Asst. Dir. Admissions 
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John H. French 
Music 
Nancy Hagelgans 
Mathematics 
Cindy K. Harris 
Economics 
Judith Fryer 
Librarian 
Colette Hall 
Modern Languages 
Joyce Henry 
Communication Arts 
Raymond V. Gurzynski 
Health & Physical Ed. 
Keith J. Hardman 
Religion 
Ronald E. Hess 
Pre-Med Advisor 
H. Lloyd Jones Jr. 
English 
Frederick L. Klee 
Dir. Physical Facilities 
Charles Jamison 
Librarian 
Debra Kamens 
Dir. of College Comm. 
Louis A. Krug 
Education & Placement 
Gary E. John on 
Admi ion 
J. Houghton Kane 
Dean of Student Life 
Conrad E. Kruse 
Biology 
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Bernard F. Lentz 
Economics & Business 
Annette V. Lucas 
Modern Languages 
H. Conrad Meyer Jr. 
Economics 
Joyce Lionarons 
English 
Susan E. Madara 
Admissions Counselor 
Jay K. Miller 
Communication Arts 
Danuta S. Lloyd 
Modern Languages 
Kathleen McQuaid 
P olitical Science 
Angela Morrison 
Health & Physical Education 
, 
, 
H ildie M ue n ch 
A istant Dean tudent Li fe 
Peter F. Perreten 
English 
I 
D o u g las Nagy 
P hysics 
Max E. N usch e r 
Campus Minister 
-
John D . Pilgrim 
J e ffre y W. N esl e n 
Mathem atics 
B everly Oe hle r t 
Counselor 
Cons tance Poley 
Health & P hysical Ed. 
I 
I 
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Jill L. Randolph 
English 
Bruce E. Rideout 
Psychology 
Patricia R. Schroeder 
English 
David L. Rebuck 
Assoc. Dean Student Life 
Carla M. Rinde 
Assistant Dean Student Life 
Blanche B. Schultz 
Mathematics 
Richard P. Richter 
P resident of the College 
Kenneth L. Schaefer 
Director of Annual Giving 
Ray Karl Schultz 
Chemistry 
Faye F. Shaw 
Chemi try 
James M. Sidie 
Biology 
Evan S. Snyder 
Physics 
Michae l Sha w 
Mathematic 
Peter F. Small 
Assistant Dean 
Teresa A. Soufas 
Modern Languages 
John W. Shuck 
Mathematic 
Frank Smith 
Development Director 
Margaret B. Staiger 
Librarian 
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Roger P. Staiger 
Chemistry 
Martha Takats 
Physics 
Mary K. Tiryak 
English 
William Stoll 
A oc. Dir. Development 
Elliot Tannenbaum 
Sports Information 
Victor J. Tortorelli 
Chemistry 
Harry C. Symons 
Economic 
Lynn Thelen 
Modern Language 
John R. Van Ness 
ice Pre. College Relations 
Richard J. Whatley 
As oc. Dean tud ent Life 
William B. Williamson 
Philo ophy - Religion 
Lorraine Zimmer 
Director of Admissions 
John M. Wickersham 
Clas ical tudie 
Catherine C. Wilt 
Librarian 
Donald F. Zucker 
Political Science 
Nelon M. Williams 
Theodore A. Xaras 
Fine Art 
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The Ur inu Homecom ing Celebration for 1984 too k 
place on October 27. The homecom ing nominees and 
their e corts were as follows: Represent ing Sigma Rho 
Lambda were Marybeth Friel and Mark Lubic, repre-
senting Delta Pi S igma were Babbette Mastroni and Joe 
Lattanzi, represent ing Pi Omega Delta were Teresa De-
Vincent and Ron Car te r, representing the Commuting 
Students wa Karen DiStefano and her escort, represent-
ing Delta Mu S igma were Deborah Mumford and Don 
Walz, representing Beta Sigma Lambda were Adana Co-
vert and Jeff oper, represent ing Alpha Phi Omega were 
Laura Pi erce and Tim Efinger, and representing Alpha 
Phi Epsilon were John Boyd and Sue Daniels, who was 
crowned the 1984 Ursinus Homecoming Queen . 
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Alpha Sigma Nu 
Pres. - Judy 0 born 
Vice-Pres. - Margie Ang tadt 
Corresponding Sec. - Margie Ang tadt 
Alumni Sec. - ancy Allen 
Treas . - ancy Allen 
ISC Rep. - Judy Osborn 
Social Chairperson - Karen Kime 
Pledge Mistress - Judy 0 born 
Parlimentarian - Karen Kime 
Sisters: Laura Kiefer, Margie Ang tadt, Judy 0 born , Karen Kime, Meg 
Kelly, ancy Allen , Tammy Hoffman, Zuzanne Malcak, Michelle Gipe, 
Randy Karpinski . 
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President - Susan Boyce 
Vice-President - Sherry Mierzejewski 
Treasurer - Karen Alberti 
Recording Sec. - Lora Zimmermann 
Alumni Sec. - Raine MacKinstry 
Corresponding Sec. - Linda Troutman 
ISC Rep. - Charlene Milne 
Pledgemistress - Mary Kurtz 
Devin Murphy 
Social Chairperson - Sue Loughrey 
Barb Knight 
On-Campus Party Chairperson - Kim Kershner 
Kim Sutton 
Historian - Monica Russo 
Sergeant-At-Arms - Mimi Micale 
Song Mistress - Michele Wlazebek 
Chaplain - Judy Jeffers 
Service Chairperson - Tanya Valcarcel 
Sisters: 
Becky Kauffman 
Vicki Lauricella 
Michelle Monte 
Diane Laffey 
Denise Dugan 
Pam Conrad 
Stacey Smith 
Tracy Clark 
Ange Woods 
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Sue Daniels 
Colleen Casey 
Debbie Morgan 
Tammy Seasholtz 
Diane Delaney 
Julie Turnbull 
Sue Douglas 
Sophia Lappas 
Marie Leahy 
Mary Howald 
Shelly Steif 
Penny Mowll 
Karen McFeeters 
Wendy Lausch 
Gwen Getter 
Nancy Raley 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
y 
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Omega Chi 
President - Karyn Levitt 
Treasurer - Sue Stong 
Corresponding Sec. - Mary Lou D'anjoell 
Debbie Clough 
Recording Sec. - Michelle Beraradi 
ISC Rep. - Lisa Sipple 
Chaplain - Bonnie Keene 
Historian - Ann Salchow 
Pledgemistress/V.P. - Maureen O'Connell 
Pledgemistress/Fundraiser - Sally Scanlon 
Fundraiser - Ann Titus 
Nancy Clough 
Social Chairperson - Mari Kopanski 
Joan Maria Gagliardi 
Head Keeper of the Keg - Debbie Rosenberg 
Keeper of the Keg - Sharon Robbins 
Sisters: 
Nancy Lane 
Liz Torpey 
Sue Asterino 
Lee Ann Durang 
Denise Whitehouse 
Wendy Kresge 
Maria Cappetto 
Nancy Casey 
Tracy Canning 
Ann Kennedy 
Ariane Bicho 
Ginny Paynton 
George Kelly 
Cara Yingst 
Karen Heck 
Donna O'Brien 
Gail Reganato 
P. Mary Young 
Tracy Lakin 
Grace Beston 
Beth Kapczunski 
JoAnn McSurdy 
Joy Schindler 
MariEllen Deskins 
Dawn Goodwin 
Linda Delaquila 
Heather Camp 
Maria Pribula 
Mary Beth Ovack 
Diane Brennan 
Annmaria Young 
Jill Winner 
Bonnie Nemeth 
Suzanne Lessard 
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Phi Alpha Psi 
President - Peggy Loughran 
Vice-President - Karen Dalzell 
Treasurer - Margie Myers 
Corresponding Sec. - Janet Spiess 
Joanne Goshow 
Recording Sec. - Cindy Trentacosti 
I.S.C. Pres. - Diana Sakowski 
Sentinel - Diane Fendt 
Kathy Lucursi 
Chaplain - Lynn Lewis 
Historian - Sue Johnson 
Rose Wuenschel 
Keeper of the Tunes - Kim Walter 
Pledgemistress - Stacy Stauffer 
Valerie McCarthy 
Social Chairperson - Kim Gregory 
Claudia Sonz 
Party Chairperson - Jennifer Dixon 
Diane Nicander 
Sisters: 
Robin Brittain 
Beth McGonigle 
Laura Pierce 
Ellen Gallagher 
Maura Beaudry 
Susan Citta 
Amy Friberg 
Debbie Longo 
Debbie McManus 
Lisa Naglee 
Debi Pellegrino 
Robyn Plotner 
Jeanne Pinto 
Lauren Ahlbach 
Colette Amarante 
Marie Campanale 
Michelle Cauvin 
Denise Coyle 
Carolyn Diestler 
Kathy Donahue 
Patty Fatzinger 
Amy Kistler 
Sue Landis 
Lori Marion 
Dawn Plosha 
Cyndy Rand 
Janis Rosenzweig 
Lisa Sabia 
Denise Sadjian 
Suzette Strauss 
Anne Taylor 
Jennifer Tomlinson 
Nancy Villegas 
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Tau Sigma Gamma 
Pre ident - Kippie rouch 
ice-Pre. - ]\Iar ha Herb 
Trea urer - Jennifer Fore ta 
ecr etary - athy Ro ato 
orresponding ec. - Tere a Lynch 
Donna Weirzbach 
ISC Rep. - Kim Caffey 
Pledgemistress - Pam 1aier 
Tegwen Meller 
Chaplain - Barbara Augu tine 
Historian - Kelee Whitely 
Rush Chairperson - Linn Po ell 
Judy Rippert 
Social Chairperson - Katie yr 
Jeanne Pacilio 
Beer Commissioner - Judy For ter 
Maryanne Milligan Liz Mita 
Fundraiser - Paula Franckowiak 
Sisters: 
tormy Bauer Carrie Rainey Lynda Hobb -Fer-
nie 
Adana Lynn CovertBeth Ann Binga -
man Mary Howard 
Teresa DeVincent Janell Cepeda ancy Karko ka 
Margie Kramer Toni Chamber Ginny Megliore 
Debera Mumford Mia Fields ue Perfendei er 
Marie OnopehenkoMeli a French Amy weet 
Tobi Timko heri Green Jen wezey 
Pam Brown Loi Groff Tamara Trauger 
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Alpha Phi Epsilon 
President - Gavin Lentz 
Vice-President - Jay Kerrigan 
Treasurer - John Brady 
Secretary - Gary McAneney 
Chris Brown 
Social Chairmen - Jon MarKoe 
Dave Risell 
Rush Chairman - Jim Maloney 
Jock Chairman - Chris Mitchell 
Brothers: 
Jon Curley 
Steve Boccardo 
John Doughty 
Barton Reese 
Harry Rohlfing 
Jerry Pensabene 
Jay Mullen 
Joel Alutius 
Carl Maier 
Brian McCloskey 
Dan Wilson 
Dan Healy 
Mark Gill 
Russell Perry 
Ed Snow 
Jeff Guyon 
Dave Hansen 
Sam McNulty 
Dan Murray 
Jim Ruggiero 
Jeff Bill 
Mike McCurthy 
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Alpha Phi Omega 
President - Timothy Efinger 
Vice-President - Eric Lehne 
Membership 
Vice-President - ick Abidi 
Service 
Treasurer - John Fe ick 
Social Chairman - Greg 
Brothers: 
tocckle 
Chris Knapp 
Joseph Manalo 
Robert cherer 
Richard Kirby 
Leonard Paparo 
Marc Jacob on 
Jeffrey Zern 
Blain Moyer 
Rick Relova 
Jeff Carson 
Dan Machonis 
Chuck Brucker 
Joe Danyo 
Bill McGrory 
Matt Beagle 
Bill Detterer 
Charlie White 
Dave Reilley 
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Beta Sigma Lambda 
President - Geoff Soper 
Vice-President - Rob Richardson 
Treasurer - Dave Dinella 
Sgt.-At-Arms - Jeff Karr 
Recording Sec. - Ed Woodland 
Corresponding Sec. - Ron Brown 
Rushing Chairman - Tom Donnell 
Will Oplinger 
Historian - Al Fanelli 
Chaplain - George Sernyak 
Pledgemaster - Al Fanelli 
Asst. Pledgemaster - Jeff Jones 
Brothers: 
James Barnes Paul Gallagher 
Sal Bello Bob Gritmon 
Frank Butch Andy Herskowitz 
Chaz Caruso James Moyu 
Brian Casey Steve Possell 
Dean Condodina Tim Timko 
Rob Curtis Mike Troemel 
Marko DiFlrio Dave Weidner 
Walt Dryfuss Brigg Backer 
Russ Faerber Jim McKeon 
Rick Fogel James Mayo 
Rich Dillon 
Stuart Furjanic 
Jason Green 
James Guille 
Harry Kobus 
Andy Morris 
John Parks 
Marty Racke 
Lester Robbins 
Mike Sarubbi 
Brad Young 
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President - Lou Chodoff 
Treasurer - Prody Ververeli 
Secretary - Keith Wood 
Pledgemaster/V.P. - Ron Wenk 
Asst. Pledgemaster - Bob Wiehler 
I.F. Rep. - cott Johnson 
Social Chairmen - Brian Carter 
Chaplain - Joe Lattanzi 
Historian - Ben DiJoseph 
Keg Master - Jim Lehman 
Frat Jock - Brian McIlhenny 
Brothers: 
Wayne Braccia 
Dan Day 
Charles Dougherty 
Brad Griste 
Bill Lacy 
Lou Rubino 
Joe Calvitti 
Chuck Dunn 
Tom Greenwood 
Forrest Strickland 
Scott Willis 
Bill Arney 
Roger Brewster 
Chris Gay 
Gavin Geiger 
Mike O'Malley 
Matt Proulx 
Dan Scholl 
Mark Wolff 
Tom Anthony 
Don Lodge 
Rich LaFauer 
Brian Daggett 
Mario Spina 
Todd Baringer 
Ken Kelk 
Guy Lanciano 
Chris Pattyson 
Joe Kelly 
Joe Pirro 
Chuck Odgers 
Al Glenn 
Doug Carl 
Delta Pi Sigma 
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Pi Omega Delta 
President - Mike VanBezooijen 
Vice -President - Bill Heinbokel 
Treasurer - Ron Carter 
Recording ec. - Sebastion Auger 
Corresponding Sec. - Chris Momjian 
I.F. Rep. - John Sullivan 
Historian - Bill Geary 
Chaplain - J im Peppleman 
Social Chairman - Roy Maurer 
T homas Mannering 
Rushing Chairman - David Poirier 
Brothers: 
Charlie Bove Bill Scheinder Fred Klee 
Steve Crampton 
Chris Frank 
James Dogramji 
Bill Foley 
Jerry Killoran 
Bryan Lauth 
Glenn Scharf 
Joel Davies 
J osh Krassen 
Joe Mack 
John McGurk 
Bryan Pollack 
Don Schneider 
Arvind Srinrvasen 
Seymour Clark-Reyn-
Jeff Heebner 
Rich Kobyl inski 
Ron Lutz 
John McCarty 
Kyle Brooke 
Scott Gonda! 
olds Rob Stankowitz 
Ken Hemphill Jack Evans 
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President - Tim Co grave 
Vice-President - Marc Lubic 
Treasurer - Dave Spause 
I.F. Rep. - John Romano 
Social Chairman - Sean Linehan 
Ken Bull 
Alumni Chairman - John O'Donnell 
Chaplain - Dave Sergi son 
Brothers: 
Rob Volko Steve Coulter 
Mark Garcia 
Brian Kalisky 
Luke elligan 
Bob Les 
Joe Loefflad 
Mike Harte 
Eric Bobo 
Kevin Phillips 
Bill Vogel 
Chas Defeo 
Ray Stapleton 
Mike Pascali 
John Ackerman 
Jim Swayze 
Pat Fenimore 
Dan Chris Runhke 
John Boyle 
John Ginley 
Tony Maiore 
John Haurin 
Mike Lynch 
Chris Walczak 
Terry Scott 
John Dillon 
John Schmid 
Brian Jankauskas 
Tom Brown 
Jack Halpin 
Chris Hoover 
Jonh Jones 
Bob Liebsch 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
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Delta Mu Sigma 
President - Don Walz 
Vice-President - Darryl Hammer 
Treasurer - Darryl Hammer 
Corresponding Sec. - Tim Geiselman 
Recording Sec. - Paul Kazakauskas 
Chaplain - Ralph Paolone 
Seargent-At-Arms - Rob "The Mouth" Lamoreux 
Social Chairman - Matt " Mad Dog" Fagan 
Frat Maniac - Ralph Paolone 
Brothers: 
Don Walz Paul Kazakauskas 
Darryl Hammer 
Matt Fagan 
Rob Lamoreux 
Ralph Paolone 
Tobias Breder 
George Verna 
Tom Feeney 
Bill Barclay 
Ben Randazzo 
Steve Pote 
Doug Anson 
Don Decou 
Rica Dunlap 
Tim Geiselman 
~ 
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First Row: D. Kim , B. Irvin, M. So-
kol, A. Graff, T. Kershner, J . Calvitti , 
G. Fresolone, 1. Chung. 
First Row: E. Montgomery, E. 
Rieger, L. Winchester, J. Pi rollo, P. 
Hope, R. Marcy, R. MacKinstry, S. 
Johnson, B. Knight, C. Milne, Sec-
ond Row: D. DeCou, G. Toth, K. 
Stolnis, P. Kim , 1. Potts, J. Hixon , 1. 
Kiefer, S. Conway, N. Abidi , Third 
Row: P. Mc ally, 1. Pomatto, B. 
Holloway, C. Odgers, D. Prince, S. 
Souders, H. Irion, 1. Paparo, Fourth 
Row: W. Bauerle, D. Wilson. 
First Row: R. Kauffman, R. Karpinski , M. O'Connor, L. Lewis, J. Rippert, 
Second Row: J . Jeffers, J. Osborn , C. Smith, C. Milne, Third Row: K. Zeigler , 
Wade, J. Goshow, M. Gaul, C. Trentacosti, G. Regannato. 
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Astronomy Club 
) I 
--.,/ 
J 
Beardwood Chemical Society 
Beta Beta Beta 
Bicycle lub 
Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society 
Fir t Row: A ·ala., R Karpmski, P. 
Kelh \\. Keehn H Irion. :-'Ir .Jamison, 
ec~nd Row: L. Keifer, .J. Aman, B. 
Irvin. Dr nyder. 
First Row: H. McCreary, H. Parikh, . mith, I. Rus 0, 
K. Ke ter, Second Row: D. Prince, A. tandeven, K. 
tolni , A. hah, B. Holloway, A. Foad, J . Lord , L. Win-
chester, C. Fedorkiw. 
First Row: D. Kirby, J. Danyo, M. 
D'Ortana, A. Foad, T . McGinley, P . 
Kim, D. Reilly, J. Zern, Second Row: 
E. Lehnes, C. Milne, P. erereli, Third 
Row: . mith, B. Holloway, G. Lan-
ciane, T. Grossman, J. Lord, L. Winches-
ter, K. tolnis, M. okol, Fourth Row: 
M. Gaul, M. Harper, L. elligan, G. 
Zwack, P. Shultes, F. Lochetta, W. 
Bauevle, M. Westico, M. Petrone, D. 
Kim, R. Relova, A. Standeven, L. Pa-
peiro. 
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Mr. Watson (Dir.), A. Gillis, K I{err , K 
Ginn, J. Eisenberg, L. Kiefer , W. Keehn , P. 
Kelly, J . Lertora. 
Computer Club 
First Row: C. Biddle, M. Relova, Second Row: J. DeRie-
geriis, A. Wack. 
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College Band 
Cub and Key 
First Row: J . Fessick, L. Nelligan, T. Efinger, M. Gaul , Second Row: K Kerr , P. Ververeli . 
Forensic Society 
German Club 
Fir tRow: .J. Verl in. K. ecchetlini, econd Row: .J. Fra. ier, L. Edwards Absent : ,. toke , A 
alas, I. Beagle, B. Foley, .J Farrell 
Fellow hip of Chri tian Athlet 
First Row: C. Amarante, I<. Tacolo ky, 
K. orce, G. Vattimo, Second Row: . 
Vela co, L. Rivera, L. White, B. mith, 
Dean Kane. 
First Row: B. Kennedy, M. Shendge, F. Lochetto, D. Fries, Second Row: L. Lewis, I<. Richter, A. Kaum, C. 
Amarante, Dr. Thelen. 
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First Row: 1. Guinta, 1. Busico, M. Monte, K Cecchettini , Second Row: J. 
Verlin, J. McJ{eon , P. Lough ran, J. Fessick, B. Kennedy, Third Row: Dr. Fitzpa-
t rick. 
Inter-Sorority Council 
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Haines-Barnard Pre-Legal Society 
First Row: S. Mierzejewski, K Levitt, D. Sakowski, J. Osborn, Second Row: 
K Dalze ll , P . Loughran , M. O'Connell, K Caffey, Third Row: S. Boyce, C. 
Milne, K Crouch. 
Le e r c le F r a nca i 
First Row: B. Osciak, S. Seese, B. Kennedy, D. Fries, Second Row: N. Vogel , J . 
Fras ier, A. alas, K. Cecchettini , Absent: G. Nico ia, R. T elepko, 1'. Galena, G. 
Vela co, J. Pirro, 1'. Wieble, C. Monpin, W. Kaneshiki. 
_ .. ..;.4 ... -~.......-.-..... 
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Fi rst Row: . Gretzinger , I. Rippey , H. 
Boone, Dr. Hall, I. okol, econd Row: 
D. Morgan, A. Butler, D. Ritter , A. Da-
vis, B. l\ loran. 
The Lante rn 
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First Row: H. Kobus, W. Keehn , . Villegas, M. Relova, T. Lakin , M. 
Cappetto, Second Row: 1<. Ginn, T . Wieble, 1<. Kerr , H. McMichael, M. 
French, 1. Sabia, Third Row: 1. Messier, J. Suter, D. Sorenson, 1. Rivera, 
1<. Wise, H. Boone. 
Meistersingers 
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Library Aids 
First Row: 1. Lewis, 1<. Lohse, M. McMullen, W. Keehn, 1<. Richter, T. Wieble, 
B. Long, C. DeCatur, B. Reiger , 1. Katz, Second Row: D. Yannerell, S. Stokes, J. 
Hixon, Third Row: J. Eisenberg, J. Cope, S. Conway, M. Renninger, J. Nigrine, 
A. Wack, D. Zuckermann, B. Kelley, J. Fessick, J. Hunter, H. Hayer. 
ew m a n ociet 
First Row: R. Brittain , B. Kau ffm an, B. McGonigle, Second R o w : G. Getter, J . 
Osborn, H. Mc reary. 
Father Brinkman, B. Osciak, C. mith , 
A. tandeven. 
Omwake Education Club 
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First Row: A. Wack , K. Kerr , J. Hi xon, Second Row: J. Kohler, L. Katz, 
K. Ginn, W. Keehn, B. Long, H. Hayer, F. Yatzun 
Phi Sigma Iota 
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Pi Nu Epsilon 
H. Hayer, B. Osciak, C. Gretzinger, K. Dalzell, L. Lewis, Second Row: Dr. Espa-
das, Dr. Thelen, Dr. Eaton, Dr. Soufas 
Ph ic oc i 
Firs t Row: K. Richter. O. Pries. H. MacMichae l. K. Kime. B. Wisneski . B. 
Kennedy. Second Row: T. Hoffma n. J. Robey .. J. Doughty. O. Yannarell . C. 
orcoran. . l<lee. P. Mazzeo. Third Row: K. Oi tefan o. O. Ritter. 
F irst Row: O. Kim . B. Irvin . 1. okol. 
A. Graff. T . Kershner . . J. Calvitti . G. Pre-
olone 
Organization of Commuting S tud e nt 
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First Row: B. McGonigle , L . • uint 
Ha rdw gg, M. Kurtz, M. Ma rcon, B. 
penato, M. Pasca li , eco nd Row: I . 
Si l I Ie, . M Nu lty, M. Cappetto, E. 
now, R. Britt in , G. R ga nato, A. F're i-
berg, J. Goshow, I . Young, K. Da lze ll , 
Third Row: D. Machonis, .J. Pepple-
man, H. Muen h, C. Trump, .J. Rippert, 
D. Schultes, Fourth Row: T. Beck, D. 
Longo, L. elliga n, . Tr nta 0 ti, M. 
,hau l, .J . Hi xon, J. Klei n, D. Bravo. 
Ski Club 
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Resident Assistants 
First Row: M. D'Orta no, D. Mignemi, B. Morris, L. Gilmore, J. Frizell, Second 
Row: K. tauffer, . hinn , E. Zeidenberg ,C. Milne, D. Laffey, Third Row: J . 
F'urlong, L. Popa ro, E. Lehnes, J. Danyo, B. McG rory, M. Petrone, D. Reilly, C. 
mith, J . Goshow, . Rittenhouse, Fourth Row: B. Dietri ch, G. Scha rf, M. 
rant. 
pani h lub 
First Row: D. mith , J . Urey, M. Beaudry, C. Fi her, M. Monte, Second Row: 
. Villegas, C. Amarante, N. Lane, A. Covert, I<. Tacelosky, I<. ErIe, Third Row: 
R. CIa , D. I< irby, C. teckle, . White, . F'urjan ie. 
First Row: .J. Kohler. Dr. Eaton. 1\1. Relo\·a. eco nd Row: 1( . Tacelosky. B. 
Trout, H. Boone. 
Spirit Committee 
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Fi rst Row: K. Tacelosky, H. Haye r, Seco nd Ro w: T . McG inley, J. 
F rasier. 
Colle g e U nion Program Board 
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Tour Guides 
F irs t Ro w : H. McCrea ry, J. Pi rollo, J. Ian nizzo, D. Morgan, Second Ro w: S. 
Schneller, D. Derem igio, B. Russe ll , N. Ra ley, S. H arci wegg, Third Row: Mrs. 
Ashman, J . Goshow, . Emmons, C. S mith. 
r inu Ecumenica l ociety 
First Row: Dea n Muench, D. Murphy, L. Troutman, L. Nelligan , L. Zimmer-
man, P. Loughran, Second Row: L. Guinta, D. Morgan, L. Me ier, I. French. 
First Row: J. Lertora , T . Wieble, L. \\' inche t r, . ee e, eco nd Row : 1\ . 
tolni , B. Holloway, 1< . Wi e, Ab ent: 1< . Ginn, L. Lewi , Re\ . uscher. 
, S.G.A. 
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First Row: A. Wack, J. Frasier, Second Row: W. Keehn , B. Kelley, L. Moser, 
K . Richter, Absent: Everyone EI e. 
Womens Athletic Association 
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WVOU Radio 
First Row: C. Amarante, L. Giragosian, Second Row: B. Henderson, L. White, 
Third Row: N. Kramer , A. Woods. 
ariet Troop 
Fir tRow: J . Kohler, K. Dalzell , . Mierzejew ki . Second Row: C. Gretzinger, 
B. Kauffman, H. Haye r, Third Row: C. Milne. 
Fir tRow: R. 10 . K. Cecchettini. ., toke .. J Frasier. l( Knecht .. J Amon .. J 
Lertora , Absent: J. DeRugerii • M. Zamiter, L. Edward, C. McKray. E. ladi-
son. 
Whitians 
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120 
The Class of 1985 
First Row: S. J ohn on (V.P .), L. Troutman (Treas.), Sec-
ond Row: S. Mierzejewski (Sec.), P. Loughran (Pres.). 
121 
The Class of 1986 
J. Gaglia rdi (Pres.), C. Maiee, C. Yingst. 
122 
123 
124 
The Class of 1987 
First Row: B. J( apczunski (V.P .), J. Winner (Sec.), Second Row: 
1. Marion (Treas.), D. Coyle (Pres.). 
• 

126 
The Class of 1988 
First Row: K. Burrows (Rep.), 1. Edwards (Pre .), M. Eckerstrom (V.P.) , 
Second Row: M. Charlier (Sec.), S. Pingrey (Treas.), K. Kelk (Rep.). 
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Karen Alberti 
Delran, N.J. 
English 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
T hanks Mom and Dad. r could not have done it 
wi thout you. 
Susan B. Asterino 
Titusville, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Expect nothing and you'll always be happy! Thank 
You family! 
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Wendy Sue Anderson 
Smithtown, N.Y. 
Economics B.A. 
r won't say goodbye just so long. It isn 't an end, just 
a new beginning. Thanks Mom & Dad . 
Rajani Didi Bartakke 
Reston, VA. 
Economics B.A. 
There is only one success . .. to be able to live life in 
your own way. Thanx Mom & Dad! 
Marjorie Angstadt 
Williamsport, PA. 
History 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
Joanne Bateman 
Trappe, PA. 
Chemistry 
tormy L. Ba ver 
Kutztown, PA. 
Health and Physical E d. 
Tau igma Gamma 
Got to find my corner of t he sky - Diana Ross. 
Thanks for the chance Mom & Dad, I Jove you! 
Lawrence Benevento 
Allentown, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Thomas D. Beck Jr. 
Philadelphia, P A. 
Chemistry 
When the going gets weird the weird turn pro. -
Hunte r S. Thompson. Thanks Mom & Dad. LABD. 
Michele A. Berardi 
Blairstown, N.J. 
Psychology/Economics 
Omega Chi 
I'm forever grateful to my parents & friends for 
ma king the last four yea rs so outstanding. 
Ca therine Bene d ict 
Huntindon Valley, PA. 
Biology 
But still try, for who know what i pos ible. -
Faraday Pfahler Hall of cience. 
Christopher C. Biddle 
Chatham, N.J. 
English 
" It was fun while it lasted! An ob cure quote by 
Richard M. ixon. 
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Eric M. Bobo 
Marlton, N.J. 
Mathematics 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
I couldn 't have done it without you, Mother and 
Dad, my thanks and my love. Nochles anyone? 
John "Sparky" Bolger 
Ridgewood, N.J. 
Biology 
"Life wi thout jokes is like a road without inns." so 
stop and refresh along the way. 
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Stephen Boccardo 
Fairless Hills, PA. 
Mathematics 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Hillary A. Boone 
Douglassville, PA. 
Biology 
T hese places had their moments wi th lovers and 
friends. I still can recall - I love them all. 
Stefanie Boinski 
Phoenixville, PA. 
Political Science 
Charles R. Bove 
West Islip, N.Y. 
Psychology 
Pi Omega Delta 
The supreme happiness of life is the conviction 
that we are loved. Thank you Mom and Dad. 
usan J. Boyce 
Willow treet, PA. 
Psychology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Thanks Mom! 
David Bravo 
Ardmore, P A. 
Biology 
We are what we pretend to be, so we mu t be care· 
ful what we pretend to be. - Kurt Vonnegut Jr. 
Jonathan H. Boyd 
Fort Washington, P A. 
Economics B.A. 
Alpha Phi Ep ilon 
Thanks so much Mom & Dad and also lrv, ick & 
illa. Its been a very nice place to visit! JJ . 
Robin Elizabeth Brittain 
Danville, PA. 
English 
Phi Alpha P i 
Mom and Dad, thanks for every thing! 
Wayne J effr ey Braccia 
East Coventr y, PA. 
Biology/Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi igma 
The man who can be nothing but eriou, or 
nothing but merry i but half a man . L. Hunt 
Ronald R. Brown 
Pottstown, PA. 
English 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
The true test of maturity i not how old a person i 
but how he reacts to t he situation. RB. 
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Louis R. Busico 
Philadelphia, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
To the best: Thanks Mom and Dad - Love ya 
both. Yo Bob and Pomp, the B.S. is over! 
Joseph J. Cal vitti 
Glenside, PA. 
Physics 
Delta Pi Sigma 
College was a shock: It was the climax of youth . 
Life is a shock but what is it the climax of? 
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Andrea Butler 
Revere, Mass. 
Political Science 
We don't remember days, we remember moments 
- Pavese. Thank you Ma and Dad . 
Traci A. Canning 
Conshohocken, PA. 
Eng.lCommunication Arts 
Omega Chi 
Turn and face the strain. 
John P. Callahan 
Pennsauken, N.J. 
English 
But still try, for who knows what is possible. 
John R. Cannon III 
Springfield, PA. 
Chemistry/Biology 
Maria Ca ppetto 
Bricktown, N.J . 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
o much to do in 80 li ttle time. Learn to appreciate 
the ord inary days. 
Brian M. Casey 
Hatboro, PA. 
Biology 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
This is just one more step down the road of life. 
Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Jeffrey G. Carson 
Collegeville, P A. 
Economics B.A. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
The only limit to our reali zation of tomorrow will 
be our doubts of today - F.D.R. 
Nancy A. Casey 
Hatboro, PA. 
Biology 
Omega Chi 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Mimi, Col, Bob, Tim, Pat, 
Shawn, Shannon, Mike fo r all your love & support. 
J-Iuv-u. 
Ronald J. arter 
Hamburg, PA. 
Bio logy 
Pi Omega Delta 
You are your own reality. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Louis L. Chodoff 
Townson, Md. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Ceremony ... where there is true friend ship, there 
needs none. - Shakespeare. 
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Brian Clemens 
Harleys ville, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Adana Lynn Covert 
Vestal, N.Y. 
Health and Physical Ed. 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Be yourself, give your free will a chance, you've got 
to want to succeed. - Yes. 
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Deborah Anne Clough 
Glastonbury, CT. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Thanks Mom & Dad - I love you!! "Uh-oh, it's 
'Mer ' Chicks! . . . The Big Guy Lives! ... Bingo!" 
Stephen C. Cramton 
Abington, PA. 
Ec.lPolitical Science 
Pi Omega Delta 
Timothy M. Cosgrave 
Devon, PA. 
Political Science 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
"Potential is a French word that means you aren't 
worth a damn yet." - Jeff Van Note 
Kippie Adams Crouch 
Dallas, Texas 
Political Science 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
I would sooner fail than not be among the greatest 
- John Keats 
T e rre nce url ey 
Holl a nd, P A. 
Biology 
Alpha Phi Ep ilon 
I'm just a living legacy to the leader of the band . 
Dan Fogelberg 
Mary Lou D' Anjolell 
Springfield, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Life should be lived to its fullest. Thanks Dad, 
Mom, Grandmom and Bob. I love you. 
Kare n Louise Dalzell 
Glenside, PA. 
French 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Kindness is a language which the deaf man can 
hear and t he blind man can read. - Mark T wain. 
Donald Alan DeCorso 
Media, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Tha-tha-tha-tha-t hat's all folks! - P orky Pig 
S u a n Leigh D a ni e l 
Hou ton, Tx. 
Economics B.A. 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
ow, the que tion confronting u i : Are we living 
to work or a re we working to live? 
John J. D e nning III 
Newbury port, MD. 
Chemistry 
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Teresa Ann DeVincent 
Huntingdon Valley, PA. 
German 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Life gives nothing to mankind unle s they strive 
mighti ly. Horace T han ks Mom & Dad. 
Jennifer L. Dixon 
Bethany, CT. 
Econ. B.A.!Philosophy 
Phi Alpha P si 
You must do the things you think you cannot do. 
Eleanor Roosevelt I love you Mom and Dad! 
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Brian Scott Dietrich 
Spring House, PA. 
Econ. B.A.!Psychology 
Life is but many closed doors which must be chal-
lenged and passed through. 
James Doghramji 
Havertown, PA. 
Biology 
Pi Omega Delta 
David W. Dinella 
Princeton, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
A boy's will is the wind 's will , and the thoughts of 
youth are long, long thoughts. 
Charles A. Dougherty Jr. 
Churchville, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi Sigma 
It's really not a matter of achievement. It's a mat-
ter of opportunity. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
J a mes G. Dou gh t y 
Norri to w n, P A. 
Che mist r y/Biology 
But will you always stay someone else's dream of 
who you are? 
Marjorie A. Early 
Lebanon, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Arc of a diver, effortless ly, my mind is skyin' when I 
wake up . .. 
Steve Winwood 
John R. Dunniga n 
Southampton, P A. 
Econ. B.A.!Pol. Sci. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Men of ta lent a re men for occassions - RH . If you 
can't convince them, confuse them - H T 
Timothy E finge r 
Middle s e x, N .J. 
Economics B.A. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
T hese were the best of times, these were the worst 
of t imes. 
Lee Ann C. D ur a n g 
La nca ter, P A. 
P sych o logy 
Omega hi 
Thanks Mom and Dad for making this Quote possi· 
ble. I love you! 
David J. E ly 
Jenkinto w n, P A. 
Mathe matics 
Gamma Delta Iota 
But sti ll t ry, fo r who knows what is possible. Fara-
day Thanks M & D. 
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Russell Faerber 
Bloomfield, CT. 
Economics B.A. 
Thomas C. Feeney 
Norristown, PA. 
English 
Delta Mu Sigma 
Vicki , love is good. Captain Merril Steubing The 
Love Boat Thanks fo lks. 
14~ 
William C. Faltermayer 
Wyndmoor, PA. 
Biology 
Alpha Phi Omega 
No man is an island, entire of itself. John Donne 
Diane Fendt 
Sunbury, PA. 
Political Science 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Strangers are friends we have yet to meet. Thanks 
Val, Di , Peg, J enn. I love you Mom & Dad 
Albert J. Fanelli 
Drexel Hill, PA. 
Political Science 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Thanks Mom and Dad! 
Lisa Anne Ferguson 
Ambler, PA. 
English 
To be one's self is more admirable than the easy 
cowardice of surrendering to conformity. 
Alan Lee Fertig 
No rthampton, PA. 
Eco nomics B. A. 
Ti me removes all things, but love and t ruth. Thank 
you, Mom and Dad. 
Clarence C. Franck III 
Kennett Square, PA. 
Biology 
John Michael Fessick 
Stroudsburg PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Jerome F. Frasier III 
Superior, WI. 
English 
With God 's help , we can find and pursue t he magic 
t hat lies within us. 
Jennifer Fores ta 
Phoenixville, PA. 
Health & Ph y ical Ed . 
Tau igma Gamma 
You get what you get when you go for it! Thank for 
everything mom and pop!!! 
Ellen J. Gallagher 
Selinsgrove, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Phi Alpha P 
Thank Mom, Dad , and Robin. 
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Paul F. Gallagher, Jr. 
Phoenixville, PA. 
Physical Education 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Jeremiah was a bullfrog! - TDN 
Michelle A. Gipe 
Boothwyn, PA. 
Biology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
If you don't stand up, you don't stand a chance! To 
mom, dad, Rob, & my family - THANX! I made 
it! 
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Mark A. Garcia 
Aualon, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
When you lose say li ttle, when you win say less. 
Susan Lynn Gorski 
Collegeville, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Mark Robert Ghaul 
Burlington, N.J. 
Biology 
If you can imagine it ... achieve it. If you can 
dream it ... become it. Thanks mom and dad!! 
Susan Allison Graham 
Green Lane, PA. 
Applied Math/Economics 
I am not afraid of tomorrow, for I have seen yester-
day and I love today. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
Joseph A. Granahan 
Glenside, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
C. Bradford Griste 
West Chester, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Chiefly the mould of a man' fortune is in his own 
hand '" 
Francis Bacon 
Thomas W. Gregory 
York, PA. 
History/Pol. Science 
Woe be unto t hose who spi t in to t he wind, the 
wind 'll blow it back. Buddha 
Susan Louise Hardwegg 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 
Psychology 
Trust in god. Believe in yourself. Dare to dream. 
Robert chuler I love you mom & Mike, Thank. 
Caro ly n M. Gre tzinge r 
Ambler, PA. 
French 
Voici mon secret. II est tres imple: on ne voit bien 
qu' avec Ie coeur. 
aint - Exupery 
James Jeffery Harle 
Bordentown, N.J. 
Biology 
The heart has its reasons which rea on knows noth-
ing of. Bla ise Pascal T hanks Mom and Dad. 
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Michael Joseph Harte 
Philadelphia, PA. 
Business Administration 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Thanks mom, Aunt Sheila, and Uncle Bill for your 
love and support th rough these 4 years. 
Marsha Lee Herb 
Hatfield, PA. 
Health & Physical Ed. 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Tough times never last ... but tough people do. 
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Holly Jayne Hayer 
Pottstown, PA. 
Spanish 
Don't walk ahead of me I won't follow nor behind 
me I won't lead but beside me as my friend. 
Andrew C. Herskowitz 
Cherry Hill N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
William Edward Heinbokel 
Westfield, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Pi Omega Delta 
Do not turn back on reaching the frontier. Plutarch 
Thanks Mom & Dad. 
Elizabeth Higham 
Trenton, N.J. 
Political Science 
Mark Harrison Hinkel 
Doylestown, PA. 
Econo mic B.A. 
Zeta hi 
The heart is hopeful; success is in God's hand. 
T hanks Mom and Dad. 
Paul Ronald Hope 
Columbus, N.J. 
Chemistry 
I have too much to do and not enough time to do it 
in. If I had only one more day to study. 
Jeffrey Lynn Hixon 
Chambersburg, PA. 
Chemistry/Economics B.A. 
till I would not be here now if I never had the 
hunger ... I'm keeping the fa ith - B. Joel 
Robert W. Irvin 
Schwenksville, PA. 
Physics 
Our understanding of the Univer e i limited only 
by the extent of our imaginations. 
/ 
Nan K. Hong 
Warminster, PA. 
Applied MathlEconomic 
My education has been nothing but a ocratic 
method - drawing out that which wa already 
there. 
Lawrence R. Jackson 
Collegeville, PA. 
Chemistry 
I survived Quant, 0 Chern , P Chern , and Instru-
mentation. ow for the easy part, LIFE! 
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Judy M. Jeffers 
Mansfield, PA. 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Things that were hard to bear are sweet to remem-
ber. - Seneca Thanks Mom, Dad , Joann & Jim. 
Randi L. Karpinski 
Barrington, N.J. 
Biology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
As you travel life 's road, believe in yourself, give 
your best efforts , settle for no less. 
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Susan K. Johnson 
Orefield, PA. 
Chemistry/Economics 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The test and use of man 's education is finding plea-
sure in the exercise of his mind . - Barzum 
Rebecca F. Kauffman 
Meadowbrook, PA. 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
For the freedom to be, the courage to try and for 
their support thanks Mom, Sue and Andy. 
Brian J. Kalisky 
York, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
The on ly way to get rid of temptation is to yield to 
it. - Oscar Wilde 
Walter S. Keehn 
Erdenheim, P A. 
Spanish 
He hecho 10 que he hecho y 10 que he hecho, he 
hecho para mi. "No soy mas que yo" - Unamuno. 
Bonnie J. Keene 
Haddonfield, N.J . 
Biology 
Omega hi 
Let me tell you a story ... 
Jeffrey P . Kenton 
Wilmington, DE. 
Chemistry 
Your only limitation is your mind! 
Scott Keesal 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
There' something happenin' omewhere, especial-
ly over at Leeann's place. 
Keith Kerr 
Greencastle, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
The reason why worry kills more people than work 
is because more people worry t han work. 
Brian E. Kell e 
Hamilton quare, N.J. 
Chemi try 
Graduation may be the formal end. but I will al -
way learn from the time I've pent here. 
Christopher Knapp 
D elanco, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
icknes wi ll surely take the mind where minds 
can 't u ally go. - P. Townshend Thank Mom & 
Dad. 
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Barbara S. Knight 
Palmyra, PA. 
Chemistry 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Tomorrow belong to those who fully use today. 
T hanks Mom and Dad fo r everything. 
Michael Neill Koontz 
Haddonfield, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Zeta Chi 
" Punishment is a fo rm of caring" - R.P.R. "Next 
t ime don' t care so much! " - Zeta Chi 
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Frank Kohler 
Bridgeton, N.J. 
Biology 
Mari Kopanski 
New Holland, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Now I'm looking foward to the best years of my life 
... All my love, Chet and Madge 
Joanne E. Kohler 
Pottstown, PA. 
Mathematics 
We are the music-makers and we are the dreamers 
of dreams. - Arthur O'Shaughnessy 
Margaret M. Kramer 
Berwyn, PA. 
Political Science 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
No one who had any sense has ever liked school. -
L. Boothby I made it. Thanks Mom & Dad 
We nd y Di x on Kre g e 
troud s burg, PA. 
P sychology 
Omega hi 
Thanks for everything Mom and Dad . I love you 
PT ! 
Robert A. Kumpf 
Norristown, PA. 
Chemistry 
Everything under the sun is in view but t he un i 
eclipsed by the moon. 
Jonathan Kriebel 
Greenlane, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
That which i essential is invisible to the eye, for 
one sees clearly only with the heart. 
Mary F. Kurtz 
Allentown, PA. 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can 
dream it, you can become it. - Wm. Ward 
Carl J . K u e bler 
ppe r D a rb , P 
Ch e mistr y/Econo mic B.A. 
William K enne th Lacy 
Haddonfield, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi igma 
" ... If you 10 e, tomorrow will never come. But 
with time you learn tomorrow always come ." 
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Diane L. Laffey 
Cochranville, PA. 
Psychology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
What lies behind and what lies before are t iny mat-
te rs compared to what lies wi thin. 
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Vicki Lauricella 
Pennington, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Nancy Jean Lane 
Haddonfield, N.J. 
Political Science 
Omega Chi 
Thanks Mom & Dad for giving me this chance to 
grow and for being there when I needed you. 
Steven David Lawrence 
Frazer, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
While you see a chance, take it. - Steve Winwood 
Thanks Mom and Dad 
Joseph P. Lattanzi 
Willow Grove, PA. 
Biology 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Why be neat when being sloppy is so easy? - Oscar 
Madison 
James G. Lehman 
Wayne, PA. 
Applied Math/Economics 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Ends a perfect day, ends a journey too, inspiration 
deep within, futures kind and true. 
Eric G. Lehne 
Lavallette, N.J. 
Biology 
Alpha Phi Omega 
What you are is God's gi ft to you; what you make of 
yourself is your gift to God. 
Karyn B. Levitt 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Thirty-two thou and thank you to Mom and 
Family for t he e pa t four year ! 
Lisa Anne Lepone 
Newtown Square, PA. 
Biology 
Go forth into the world , tell them what you've 
learned. To Anne & Pops: 
Lynne A. Lewis 
Montrose, PA. 
Biology/German 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Robert J. Le , Jr. 
Washington rossing, PA. 
Econo mic B.A. 
igma Rho Lam bda 
Thank Mom and Dad for your love and upporl 
over the last four yea r . 
Kathryn Anne Licursi 
East Quoque, N.Y. 
Economics B.A. 
Phi Alpha P i 
The only way to multiply happine s i to divide it. 
Thanks Mom and Dad . I love you. 
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Sean J. Linehan 
Clifton Heights, PA. 
Political Science 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Patience just ran out. - Pizza Man Thanks Mom 
and Dad. 
Peggy M. Loughran 
Drexel Hill, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Dare to be different and follow your own star. 
Thanx Mom and Dad for your love and support. 
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Audrey C. Little 
Hamilton Square, N.J. 
Mathematics 
" By the t ime we've made it, we've had it. " A special 
thanks to my family and fri ends. 
Suzanna Loughrey 
Holmes, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
If we had but a minute, still eternity could be in it. 
Thanks Mom and Dad - you are the best! 
Joseph F. Loefflad, Jr. 
Somers Point, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Let's get them before they get us. Thanx Mom and 
Dad for everything. 
Mark R. Lubic 
Charlestown, R.I. 
Economics B.A. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
I hear nothing, I see nothing, I know nothing. -
Sgt. Schultz Thanks Mom and Dad. 
James Chivian Lukban 
Orange, CT. 
Biology 
"The secret of success is constancy to purpose." -
Benjamin Disraeli 
Dominic Mallozzi 
Glenside, P A. 
Political Science 
Zeta Chi 
Raine Lee MacKinstry 
Landsdale, PA. 
Chemistry/Mathematics 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Whatever the mind can believe and conceive, it can 
achieve. Thanks Mom & Dad - I love you. 
C. Ronald Marcy, Jr. 
Collegeville, PA. 
Chemistry 
H ea th e r . Ma M ic h ae l 
Ro ye r ford , P A. 
E n g li h 
Let your mind alone. - .Jame Thurber 
Mark S. Mason 
Phillipsburg, N.J. 
Psychology 
If you find a path with no ob tacle , it probably 
doesn't lead anywhere. - Frank A. Clark 
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Babette Anne Mastroni 
Ambler, PA. 
Biology 
Inspi ration is never acheived through conformity. 
Valerie Marie McCarthy 
Rumson, N.J. 
Spanish 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Friends depart and memory takes t hem to her cav-
erns, pure and deep - Thomas Bailey. Thanks M 
& D. 
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Roy F. Maurer 
Chalfont, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
P i Omega Delta 
If one stud ies books too much, one tends to fo rget 
where one's pants are. - A. Einstein. 
Christine McCrea 
Reading, PA. 
Psychology/Economics B.A. 
What we learn wi th pleasure we never forget. 
Mitra Mazaheri 
Doylestown, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Real life isn't like school, there's some lessons that 
can't be taught. Thanks Mom & Dad. 
Elizabeth Ann McGonigle 
Glenside, P A. 
Economics B.A. 
Phi Alpha Psi 
All things are ready if our minds be so. - Shake-
speare I love you Mom, Dad , Lyn & T om. Lou -
YTG! 
Brya n Rob ert McIlhenny 
Willow Grove, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi igma 
" I'll give you something better than a brain ... I'll 
give you a diploma. " Wizard of Oz. 
Christopher Mitchell 
Marlton, N.J. 
Mathematics 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
To my Mom & Dad thanks for all t he patience, love 
& understanding. My time i up , see ya UC. 
Sharolyn A. Mierzejewski 
Shillington, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
We don 't remember day, we remember moments. 
Thanks Mom & Dad for making them possible. 
Suzan a V. Mlcak 
Waldwick, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Life has got to be lived - that' all the re is to it. 
Eleanor Roo evelt. Life , here I come! 
harl e n e E. Mi ln 
Barnegat Lt, N.J . 
h e mi rty/Biolog 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
With each end i a new beginning. Thank 10m· 
Dad for the love, support & opportunity. 
Michelle Marie Monte 
Staten Island, N .Y. 
Political Science 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
My love Mom and Dad I give to you for you gave me 
the chance to become who I am. Thank you. 
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Leroy G. Moser 
Gilbertsville, PA. 
History 
Good night, good hockey. - Gene Hart. 
Deborah L. Mumford 
Newark, DE. 
Economics B.A. 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
There is intelligent li fe on earth, but I'm just visit-
ing. You 're awesome Mom & Dad!!! 
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Deborah R. Mould 
East Lansdowne, PA. 
Psychology 
Nor knowest thou what argument thy life to thy 
neighbor's creed has lent. - Emerson 
Margery Lynn Myers 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 
Mathematics 
Phi Alpha Psi 
"A wise man will make more opportunities than he 
finds. " - Sir Francis Bacon 
James Moyer 
Blooming Glen, PA. 
Economica B.A. 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Luke Nelligan 
Pawling, N.Y. 
Biology 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
To my Mom , Dad and family, I love you and thank 
you! Thanks Mr. and Mrs. Ruoss. 
Douglas Nevins 
Stroud burg, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Carolyn Rose Notaro 
Staten Island, N.Y. 
Economics B.A. 
Do not pray for an easy life, pray to be a strong 
person. Thanks Mom & Dad for your support. 
Jonathan A. Nigrine 
Ridgewood, N.J. 
Psychology 
Gladly we would anchor, but the anchorage is quick 
sand ... Pero si muove. - Emerson & Galileo 
Maureen F. O'Connell 
Maple Glen, PA. 
Political Science 
Omege Chi 
Even as we dream, we begin to succeed . .. Even as 
we succeed, we begin to dream again. 
Jame Nitterauer 
Harleysville, PA. 
Biology 
Knowledge i a worthle po e ion without com-
mon en e; a virtue that can't be taught. 
Meggan Eileen O'Connor 
Bordentown, N.J. 
Biology 
T o the claims of conformity no man may yield and 
be free at all. - Oscar Wilde 
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John William O'Donne ll 
B e nsalem, P A. 
H istory/ Am. Public Policy 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
T hanks Mom and Dad for making everything pos-
sible. Yo Frams, now we're playing fo r keeps. 
Judith A. Osborn 
Pennington, N.J. 
Biology/Physics 
Interdepartmental 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
Peace is not a goal at the end of the journey, it is the 
way we walk. T hanks M & D & Dave. 
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Mary Onopchenko 
Philadelphia, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
I may be getting older, but I refuse to grow up! 
Thanks Mom, Pop, and Grandparents. 
Elizabeth M. Osciak 
Claymont, DE. 
Mathematics 
If the memory be so great, it will endure forever. 
We will never lose these t imes. 
Will Oplinger 
Columbia, MD. 
Economics B.A. 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
You gotta go where it's at. - Al Soterway 
Ralph Adam Paolone 
Williamstown, N.J. 
History 
Delta Mu Sigma 
"The door is open but the ride isn't free." T hanh 
for the memories Mom & Dad, I love you. 
James Mark P e ppe lman 
Huntingdon Vall ey, PA. 
Economics B.A J panis h 
Pi Omega Delta 
The difficult we do immediately. The impo ible 
takes a little longer. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
David T. Redstone 
Media, PA. 
History 
Jeff G. Pompei 
Penn Wy nne, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
On the whole I'd rather be in Philadelphia. The 
B. . i over. Thanks Mom and Dad. 
David G. Reed 
Pottstown, PA. 
Chemistry 
You can't go to t he uper Bowl with playe r like 
Louie Giammona. - Howard Cosell 
te ph e n . Po e ll 
torr , CT. 
E ng li h 
Beta igma Lambda 
" What other say about me is my reputa tion, what 
I ay about my elf i confidence." 
John Steven Reichle y 
Providence, R.I . 
English/Spanish 
As long a you are happy you have attained all the 
wealth in the world . 
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Marivi M. Relova 
Newtown, PA. 
Mathematics 
Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. 
We'll take the best, forget the rest ... Styx. 
Ila Ashton Rippey 
Delran, N.J. 
Mathematics 
Special moments, special friends .. . 
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Michael A. Renninger 
Pottstown, PA. 
Philosophy/Religion 
The man who fights for his ideals is t he man who is 
t ruly alive. - Cervantes 
Sharon Charlotte Robbins 
Princeton, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Omego Chi 
Things are more like they are now then they ever 
were before. Thanks Mom and Dad . 
( 
James A. Rice 
W. Long Branch, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Mom and Dad, For all the times it just wasn 't sa id, 
... I love you! 
John Romano 
Clifton Hts, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Sigma Rho Lam bda 
Greatest feeling in the world, lying exhausted in 
victory. - V Lombardi. Thank You Mom, Dad & 
Helen. 
Loui s Frank Rubino, Jr. 
Drexe l Hill, PA. 
Chemistry 
Delta Pi igma 
May we all t rave l to one destination happine s; 
although we may go by d ifferent roads. 
Diana Lynne Sakowski 
Swathmore, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Phi Alpha P i 
Happines is not having what you want but want-
ing what you have. 1 love you Mom and Dad. 
Noel Marc Sabel 
Stroudsburg, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Mark Philip Sardaro 
Norristown, PA. 
Chemistry 
tuart J . ack 
Dre her, P . 
Eco nomic B.A. 
I under tand the innvendo and irony and I appr CI-
ate the role the actor played. B. Joel 
Linda Schillinger 
New Fairfield, CT. 
Health & Phys ical Ed. 
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Edie Schrettner 
Whitehall, PA. 
Political Science 
.) 
He is only bright that shines by himself. Thanks 
Mom & Dad 
Lisa A. Sipple 
Quakertown, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
Feelings we try to chase, Memories that won 't 
erase, Stay forever new. Thanx Mom. 
lfl4 
Sandy Lynn Schwebel 
Warrington, P A. 
Psychology 
Be yourself. Take kindly the counsel of t he years. 
Be happy. - Anon. I love you Dod, M, W, B -
Thanx. 
Ann-Marie A. Shelley 
Jewett City, CT. 
Political Science 
George P. Sernyak III 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Thanks Mom and Dad, fo r everything! 
Brian Paul Smith 
North Plainfield, N.J. 
Psychology 
He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain 
what he cannot lose - J. Elliot. 
Coleen M. mith 
Philadelphia, PA. 
Biology 
I have found the Heart of Hear ts in His. 
Scott Douglas Souders 
New Cumberland, PA. 
Chemistry 
I got a lot on my head and most of it is you - The 
Cars 
Michael Bruce Snyder 
Malaga, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Robert J Spennato 
Springfield, PA. 
Biology 
Mom and Dad, Thanks for being t he best. I love 
you. 
Geoffre W. oper 
Mt. Laur 1, .J. 
Economic B.A. 
Bela igma Lambda 
Que tion Authority! 
Janet Spiess 
Spring City, PA. 
Biology 
Phi Alpha P i 
Believe in yourself and all thing a re po ible. 
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Kim Alison Stahl 
Johnson City, TN. 
Economics B.A. 
You only live once, but if you live right once is 
enough. T hank You Mom & Dad. 
Susan A. Stong 
West Chester, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Omega Chi 
We choose between rea li ty and madness, its either 
sadness or euphoria. Thanks Mom & Dad. 
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Kathleen Ann Stauffer 
Harrisburg, PA. 
Applied Math/Economics 
Our nature lies in movement; absolu te rest is 
death. - Pasca l. Thanx Mom & Dad. 
Suzanne Lynn Strickland 
Manahawkin, N.J. 
Chemistry 
I've loved these days! Thanks, Mom and Dad. 
Carol A. Stine 
New City, N.Y. 
Economics B.A. 
Blonds have more fun !! 
Jeannine L. Stuart 
Gulph Mills, P A. 
Health & Physical Ed. 
I just don't have time to think of anything pro-
found. 
John L. ullivan 
Bry n Mawr, PA. 
Chemi try 
Pi Omega Delta 
Thanks Mom and Dad . 
Tobi Lynne Timko 
Lansdale, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Only with the heart can one see rightly. What's 
essential is invisible to the eye. 
Steven M. Sullivan 
Ha vertown, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
A friend? 1 soul living in 2 bodies. T hank to all 
who've made UC possible. 
Elizabeth C. Torpey 
Brookside, N.J. 
Political Science 
Omega Chi 
T he virt ue which we appreciate we to some extent 
appreciate! Good Luck to a ll my friends! 
Kathlee n T ace lo k 
E lmhur t, II. 
pani h 
Reaching forward to what lie ahead, I pre on 
toward the goal - in hrist Jesu . Phil 3:14 
Linda A. Troutman 
Delran, N.J. 
Applied Math/Economics 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
I am not afraid of tomorrow for I have seen yester-
day and I love today. Thanks Mom & Dad. 
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Christi L. Trump 
Hershey, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
" I am determined to be wise" But this is beyond 
me. Ecclesia tes 7:23 
_ -L,68 
Steven Vasas 
Norristown, PA. 
Biology 
Tania M. Valcarcel 
Collegeville, Pa. 
English 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jeff and Jorge for all the love 
and support these past four years. 
Geraldine M. Vattimo 
Collegeville, PA. 
English 
I consider everything a loss compared to the sur-
passing greatness of knowing Christ. 
Vanessa Vandergaag 
Tuckerton, N.J. 
Mathematics 
Prody A. Ververeli 
Ambler, PA. 
Biology 
Delta Pi Sigma 
What would the world be if we had no courage to 
attempt anything. - Vincent Van Gogh 
Nancee Ann Vogel 
Pipersville, PA. 
English 
Ron J. Wenk 
Exton, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Round 2 with micro I'll always remember cuz if I 
fail this time I'll be back in September. 
Robert T. Volko 
Danville, CA. 
Economics B.A. 
igma Rho Lambda 
When I look at my elf today I would be the one to 
ay wouldn't have done it any other way 
Denise H. Whitehouse 
Philadelphia, P A. 
Mathematics 
Omega Chi 
Life is what you make it. Thanks Mom, Dad, an 
and Rob for making it easier. I love you! 
Erika K. Waginger 
Penllyn, PA. 
French 
Gros Bisous ii Mom et Daddy, Merci mille Poi 
votre peti teo 
Judith Whittall-Jacobson 
Norristown, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
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Robert J. Wiehler 
Ambler, PA. 
Economics B.A. 
Delta Pi Sigma 
A wise man will make more opportuni t ies than he 
finds. Francis Bacon 
Edward D. Woodland 
Maple Shade, N.J. 
Economics B.A. 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
I know who I am , and who I may be, if I choose. 
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Michele M. Wlazelek 
Bridgeport, PA. 
Political Science 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
You only live once but if you live it right, once is 
more than enough. I love you M & D 
Ange-Marie Woods 
Ambler, PA. 
Mathematics 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Once I followed; now I lead. I have opened doors for 
others to walk through. Thanks UC M & D 
Dyanne Wolfson 
New York, N.Y. 
Economics B.A. 
Si j 'a i Ie d~sir , je peux faire n 'importe quoi 
Dean A. Yannarell 
Norristown, PA. 
Biology 
Ursinus college is the only place where one needs a 
calculator for an English 101 exam! 
hri topher Yatsko 
Norri town, PA. 
Pre-Engineering 
Barbara Jean Augustine 
Schwenksville, PA. 
Political Science 
Tau igma Gamma 
It's a very funny thing about life: if you refuse to 
accept anything but the best, you often get it. 
Sachi Yoneyama 
Yokohama, Japan 
Psychology 
Patrick Alfred D'Souza 
Karachi, Pakistan 
Chemistry 
ometimes you just have to say " What the ___ _ ! 
Matthew Hayward Fagen 
Wyckoff, N.J. 
English 
Delta Mu Sigma 
On second thought let's not go to Camelot. 'ti a 
si lly place - M. Python 
Lora Loui e Zimmermann 
Palm y ra, N.J . 
Engli h 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Home is the re ort of love of joy of peace and plen· 
ty. Thanks Mom, Dad, Alan, Fred. Andy. 
Gavin P. Lentz 
Ambler, PA. 
Political Science 
Alpha Phi Ep ilon 
Work hard and de ire victory: If you fail work 
harder. 
Donald A. Walz 
Drexel Hill, PA. 
Physics 
Delta Mu igma 
Money don't get everything it's t rue, what it don 't 
get, I can 't use. - The Beatles. 
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1985 Ruby Staff 
Editor-in-Chief - Lesley Katz 
Assistant Editor - Patti Yoder 
Business Manager - Marivi Relova 
Ad Editor - Hillary Boone 
Layout Editor - Scott Smith 
Copy Editor - Carolyn Notaro 
Photography Editor - Charlene Milne 
Faculty Editor - Linda Young 
Senior Editor - Laurie Winchester 
Activities Editor - Jenn Tomlinson 
Sports Editor - Bill Arney 
Staff: 
Beth Moran 
Cindy Robbins 
Julie Lertora 
Su Y. Hong 
Ted Galena 
Sue Wilson 
Allison Brown 
Becky Kauffman 
Judy Osborn 
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Sandra Risher 
RUBY Secretary 
Lesley Katz 
Editor-in-Chief 
Charles Jamison 
RUBY Advisor 
The 1985 RUBY is a record of events of the past year. I hope that 
·this book depicts the feelings and memories of the Ursinus students. 
I wish to thank my staff, Mrs. Risher, Mr. Jamison, Mr. Tannen-
baum' and the Ruby artists Alison Graff and Erika Katz for their hard 
work. Special thanks goes to my family and my English sister for being 
so supportive during the long hard year. 
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1 QA 
Congratu ations to the 
Class of 1985 
and welcome to the Alumni 
Association of Ursinus 
College 
-
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where we specialize in period and 
On the hills next to us, General Washington 
and his troops, retreating from the 
Battle of Germantown, rested and 
buried their dead before marching on 
to Valley Forge . 
If you're planning to be in 
Eastern Pennsylvania or 
Philadelphia, we invite you 
to visit our shops. Weare 
forty-five minu tes from 
Philadelphia at exit 26, off 
the Pennsylvania Turnpike. 
~~~~~~ 
-
-. -- -, 
1YJ,;/;marJh $(111) )1tc1r~Oil$t 
IRVIN &,-,DOLORES BOYD 
The Meetinghouse Antiques Shop 
509 Bethlehem Pike Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 19034 
Telephone (215) 646-5126 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS, 9 A.M. -5 P.M. 
Friends of the Ursinus Library 
Congratulate the Class of 1985 
Through annual dues, and gifts to the loyalty fund, friends of the Ursinus Library make po sible the 
development of pecial collections, exhibits, and occasional lectures, individual , as friends, interpret 
the Ursinus Library to their community and encourage gifts from others. Benefits to friends include free 
use of the library, a newsletter, and invitations to special events. Providing for the objective needs of the 
Ursinus Library is an important objective of the friends. In 1978, a permanent endowment called the 
Friends of the Library Fund was created in conjunction with the Alumni Loyalty Fund. Class of 1985 we 
invite you to join us. 
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Joan Bateman 
Thomas D. Beck 
John R. Cannon 
James G. Doughty 
Pat rick A. D'Souza 
Robert Hilbert 
Jeffrey Hixon 
Paul R. Hope 
Susan K. Johnson 
Congratulations 
to the Senior Chemistry Majors 
From the Chemistry Department 
Brian E. Kelley 
Jeffrey P. Kenton 
Barbara S. Knight 
Carl J. Kuebler 
Robert A. Kumpf 
Stephen M. Lagreca 
Raine L. MacKinstry 
Ron Marcy 
Carol A. McMillin 
Congratulations 
To The Class Of 1985 
Davor Photo, Inc. 
654 Street Road, Box 190 
Bensalem, PA 19020 
(215) 638-2490 
Charlene E. Milne 
Brian P. O'Connor 
David Reed 
Louis F. Rubino 
Mark P. Sardaro 
Matthew J. Siegel 
Scott Souders 
Suzanne Strickland 
ongratuiation From 
Telephone: 489-4946 ollege ille Pa. 
:-~ MARZELLA'S PIZZA 
5th Avenue and Main Street 
STEAKS - ZEPS - STROMBOLI 
Tue.-Wed.-Thur.-Sat. 
11:30-11:00 
Closed Monday 
Fri. 11:30-11:30 
Sun. 3:30-11:00 
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BEST 0 F LUC.K SENIORS4 
Throughout our past we've been 
together , 
We've shared good times, we 've 
laughed and cried. 
And though we've felt alone at 
moments 
We've been together, side by 
side . 
In the future lies our destiny 
And as we part to each go our 
own way, 
Remember always that in our 
hearts 
We'll be together every day . 
So should our load grow tiresome 
Or our burdens too much to bear; 
Though the distance be great 
between us 
And seldom our passings there 
May each of us remember 
The joyous friendships known, 
And may the thought inspire us 
That we need never feel alone. 
Joanne E. Kohler 
Carolyn, Marivi, Brian, lIa, Walter, Joanne, Betty, Hillary 
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John 
THE SISTERS OF 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
WOULD LIKE TO 
EXPRESS WARMEST 
WISHES AND BEST 
OF LUCK IN ALL 
FUTURE ENDEAVORS 
TO OUR GRADUATING 
MEMBERS. 
We're proud of all you've done and the 
man you have become. You've always 
added a "Spark" to our lives. Go for it! 
Love, 
Mother and Dad 
J.T., Betsie, Brian, Casey, 
Mickey, and Krystal. 
Best Wishes to the 
Senior Chemistry 
Majors 
THE BEARDWOOD 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
1984-1985 Officers 
President - Paul Hope 
Vice President - Susan Johnson 
Treasurer - Ron Marcy 
Beardwood Sec - Jacki Pirollo 
I.S.C. Sec - Lori Potts 
EAGLEVILLE HOTEL 
OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR 
ROLLIE G. RIPp 
INNKEEPER 
PH 631-1146 
EAGLEVILLE. PENNA. 
Congratulat ions 
To our daughter 
Michelle Ann Gipe 
Good Luck, uccess, and Happiness in 
your future endeavors. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, 
Chuck, 
Jim and Mary, 
Lisa, Dane, and Jason 
The Myrin 
Library 
Staff 
Congratulates 
graduating 
Student Assistants 
Karen Alberti 
Joe Calvitti 
Maria Ca ppetto 
Jennifer Dixon 
Patrick D'Souza 
Judy Jeffers 
Walter Keehn 
Keith Kerr 
Lynne Lewis 
Heather Mac Michael 
Valerie McCarthy 
Carolyn Notaro 
Marivi Relova 
Tania Valcarcel 
Con S[N 
-----+--
conn~-cti~~ .Lltl!i 
inc 
-,' 
• 21 Nautilus Machines 
• Bikes, Rowers 
• Sauna, steam, whirlpool 
• Tanning Salon 
• Aerobics 
PTO 
30% Discount 
for Students 
489·4321 753 Main Str. 
Collegeville/TRAPPE 
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The Collegeville 
Provident 
National Bank 
wishes all 
the best to you the 1985 
graduates . 
Dear Linda, 
Today the world is yours! May your love of 
excellence never fade. We love you uncondi-
tionally and support you wholeheartedly. 
Mom and Dad. 
~ AMERICAN 
_ BANK 
A Meridian Bank 
INSURANCE BY 
JOHN J. AMON 
45 5 WENDY ROAD 
SOUTHAMPTON , PA 18966 
357-5034 
simply elegant 
Rt ,122 . Sonatoga . Po . 215/327-2910 
Congratulations, Eric! 
Love, 
Mother, Dad, 
Jean and Bob 
'~'" ' IU 
UR~INU~ COLLE~E" 
B OOJ(STORE' 
••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• 
~ COLLEGEVILLA.T&.~rr 
466Main t., o llegtNillc -
(215)489-376 if' Store,('q. . 
a~~cff ~~;~ 
Willl vlh I a i l 
lu< L d I lCH~1 jufifi~ 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
Congratu lations, Teresa 
Love, 
Mom & Dad 
(609) 428-5093 (215) 545-2432 
MATADOR CONSULTANTS, INC. 
1806 Russet Drive 
Cheny Hill, N.J. 08003 
MATIHEW J . D'ORTONA, CMS, CRA, CMU 
Speclallatl In R.II EI'.'. I Mortgage Flnlnclng I Relll'ed M."e .. 
r / , t vU5S cr 
~ Ll. , , nil 9t ."\ n..G .. 
LUCI~. \ 
""SI Ie"'" -c:s 
'-1 vt.u ~,...,\ \ ~(' r~f-/ '-
L [' ADEJU I 
EL.ANIE E E ST '1 ,. 
ICH[lf CHARLIER 
SHARO-I PI GREY 
Collegeville Card 
and Gift S h op 
Collegeville hopping 
Center 
Collegeville, PA. 19426 
G,)j l A 
\ i l chell, 
4 9-777 
Fine line of 
Hallmark Product 
and d istinctive Gift 
G R 5-2 160 · 11 28 R .J F E L IC E . PRO PRIE TO R 
AUTD~ ~~ 
Mech_nlu 
FELICE'S SUNOCO SERVICE, INC. 
GENERAL REPAIRS 
BATTERIES Be A U TO ACC ESSOR IES 
283 WEST MAl S T P ATCHOGUE . N Y . 11 772 
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Congratulations, Mike 
We're proud of you 
Love, 
Mom, Maureen, 
Terri, and Frank 
Congratulations, Bill 
You 're the Greatest! 
Love, Mother, Dad, 
Liz, James, and Jon . 
Congratulations on your graduation! 
Audrey Little 
Program yourself for a great life. 
Mom, Dad , Fran, Janet, and Kevin. 
Music, when soft voices die , 
Vibrates in the memory ... 
SHELLEY 
Patrick Brian 
John Joanne 
Holly Lynne 
Jeff Debbie 
Walter Jon 
Dean Mike 
THE MEISTERSIN 
HMdll.'Me - Ph,W00d 
Plum bing - El ec tr ic,,1 
Patio Supph l'~ 
~H41 RIDGE PIKE 
COLLEGEVILLE . PA 1 g42b 
489·12()() 
Congratulations to Joe 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Lou, and Ruth 
Congratulations and Best Wishes 
To Our Daughter 
Mitra 
Weare so very proud of you! 
With Love and Pride 
Mommy and Daddy 
Mina and Tina 
INSTALLATIONS· REPAIRS · ALTERATIONS 
36 FT. BU CK ET TR UCK SER V ICE 
SAM MESSINA. JR . 
521·2711 
43350. GOVERNOR PR INTZ BLV D . 
LESTER. PA. 191 13 
Deborah L. Mumford 
"S incerest Congratulations 
on your accomplishment 
From Mom and Dad" 
3760 Germentown Pike 
Collegeville . PA 19.26 
(215).89·U21 
(216) 265-6666 
OK A B U l N H HILLARY BOONE NA ~ 'E HOLLY HAYER I JOANNE KOHLER 
MAR I VI RELOVA 
KATP.Y TAG 
"'-" 
L A R ~} I~ \) /~ [S \J A N 0 lJ\ 
Brite-Way Car Wash 
Route 130 & Wood Street 
Burlington , N.J. 08016 
609-386-9800 
GERSON WEXLER We specialize in detailing 
Errare humanum e t ed . . . 
The ewman ociety 
Collegeville 7 -Eleven 
Cathy and Rays 
Offer Congratulations 
and Best Wishes to the 
Graduating Class of 1985 
Congratulations, Kathleen Stauffer 
" With memories of all you've been, 
With pride for all you are, 
With hope for all you'll be. 
And with love ... for always" 
Mom and Dad 
Ken, Mary, Mike, 
and Sue 
A BEST WISHES 
.. ~\. 
I ., . , 
.' .\ . 
from 
DINING SER VI CE ST AF F 
A wooo FOOD S(R V I CE MA NAGEME T 
' \;:' I 
, ... ~ ~ 
I . ....,. . C. 
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Gold Star Patrons 
Saw Batunkyi, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Bove 
H.E. Broadbent, III 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Raymond Cannon, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Henry G. DeVincent & Family 
Thomas C. Douglas 
Mr. & Mrs. George Ewing, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Emlen H. Faerber 
Lillian & Richard Felice 
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Forestra 
Dr. & Mrs. R. Garcia 
Norris A. Johnson 
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold H. Keehn 
Mrs. Billie LaReddola 
Ray & Eleanor Lehnes 
Mr. & Mrs. M. Lubic 
Marcon Family 
Mr. Gonzalo Martinez 
Dr. & Mrs. Ahmed Mazaheri 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis C. Pirnik, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Friedrich K. Racke 
President & Mrs. Richard P. Richter 
Ralph & Joan Rippey 
Mr. & Mrs. Helmuth L. Schrettner 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles J. Stahl 
Frank R. & Jean M. Walters 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald T. Walz 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerson Wexler & Family 
Dr. & Mrs. Ray A. Wilson 
Lora Zimmerman 
Silver Star Patrons 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Gaspari 
Mr. H. Conrad Meyer, Jr. 
Bronze Star Patrons 
Todd & Cara Bowers 
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Chodoff 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis S. D'Anjolell 
David & Pat Kresge 
Liedtka Family 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis McNally 
Peter & Gail Nevins 
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Friend of the RUBY 
Bob & Kay Angstadt 
Jerald A. Blumberg 
The Carter Family 
Roger S. Clark 
Dinella Family 
Edwin E. Ferguson, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin W. Geiger, Jr. 
Donna & Joe Gilmore 
Dr. & Mrs. Jesse G. Hafer, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Kirby 
Louis A. Krug 
Ruth Kulp 
William & Mary Leypoldt 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Mitchell 
Mr. & Mrs. LeRoy E. Moser 
Dr. & Mrs. James Nicholson 
Mr. & Mrs. R.H. Parks 
Sharon L. Pingrey 
Richard A. Sabel 
Mary Ann Walczak 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard C. Winchester 
Patron of the RUBY 
Mr. Egon Borgman 
Dr. John L. Cobbs 
Dr. Jeanine K. Czubaroff 
Mr. Robert deVos 
Dr. Shirley Eaton 
Dr. Mary Fields 
Dr. Thomas E. Gallagher 
Dr. Nancy Hagelgans 
Dr. Joyce Henry 
Barbara S. Illowsky 
Mr. Charles A. Jamison 
Dr. Joyce Lionarons 
Dr. Jay K. Miller 
Dr. Douglas Nagy 
Dr. Jeffrey Neslen 
Dr. Peter Perreten 
Carla M. Rinde 
Dr. Patricia Schroeder 
Mrs. Jane Shinehouse 
Dr. John W. Shuck 
Dr. Evan Snyder 
Mr. Harry Symons 
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